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—
Truth needs no color; beauty •—
» no pencil —Shakespeare.

THE USE OF ENGLISH

As a reviewer of fiction I read sev
eral hundred novels in the course of
a year, and am. therefore, ln a posi
tion to discover modern trends in
the use of English Within the past
year I have noted an Increasing ten
dency toward the omission of the
preposition or article in such ex
pressions as these, quoted from re
cent. novels:
"Were you in kitchen all after
noon?"
“I looked there, and I looked other
places, but we never found George."
"I had been dictating letters for
five hours daily, all week long."
"We are going places."
“a sure sign that he was worrying
some problem.”
"She's been writing me about it.
all year."
"I thought we might have dinner
rome place.”
"Married women belong home."
"You were no place In the house.”

Dance On Tuesdays

The American Legion Auxiliary
that Indispensable adjunct to Wins
low-Holbrook Post, swings Into the
activities of a new season Saturday
night when it. serves its first supper
ln Legion hall. The Auxiliary boasts
some of the best cooks In the city,
and the product of their skill Is seen
ln the resulting menus at these sup
pers, which will be held on alter
nate Saturday nights.
The first regular meeting of the
Auxiliary will be held Monday night.
The organization was formed not for
social, but service reasons, and
ln this latter capacity Is now con
fronted with the problem of pro
viding clothing for men, women and
children, who are calling upon the
Auxiliary at this time. Most of these
applicants for various reasons, are
unable to obtain clothing and shoes
from the city, and must depend upon
service organizations. Anyone hav
ing clothing or footwear to con
tribute Is asked to notify Mrs. Ella
Hyland (telephone 1003-J) or Mrs
Donald Kelsey (telephone 963-J) and
the articles will be called for.
The American Legion Auxiliary Is
heartily in sympathy with the Red
Cross nursing service, and at Its last
meeting voted to contribute $25 for
that worthy purpose.
Other Information concerning the
American Legion Auxiliary's activi
ties will be served up in these col
umns from time to time.

Ocean View
Ball Room

DANCE

Music By
Eddie Whalen’s

AT COMMUNITY HALL
SPRUCE HEAD

Privateers

SAT. NIGHT, SEPT. 16

A 10 Piece Hand

Music by RHYTHM KINGS
Dancing Starts 8.30 Standard Time
Square and Round Dances
Admission—Men 35c; Ladles 15c
62Th-tf

DANCING
AT

PIONEER PAVILION
EAST UNION

Sat. Evg., Sept. 16
ROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA
Tickets 35c, 15c
Every Tenth Ticket Free
100-110

SCHOOL
OF THE DANCE
Stage and Ballroom

Class Lessons, 73c
Private Instruction, $1.50

ELISE ALLEN CORNER
143 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME.
TEL. 134
100-111

JACK GREEN’S
Cor. Main and Pleasant Sts.
: : SPECIALS : :
Lovell A Coveil
CHOCOLATES
Fruits, Confectionery, Tobacco,
Cigarettes
DAILY AND SUNDAY PAPERS
Ice Cream Parlor Always Open

WEDDING
TN these mad days of

runaway romances and
rather casual marriages,
wedding announcements
are becoming increasingly
important. The smarter
families arc using Linweave Wedding Station
ery for their announce
ments because ol its ultracorrectness and because
its rich, vellum-like tex
ture provides the perfect
background for exquisite
engraving.

THE COURIERGAZETTE

BOSTON
DAILY TRIPS
6.30 A. M. and 2.00 P. M. (E. S. T.)
$3.50 One Way; $6.30 Round Trip
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
Ride Only in Buses Operating
Under Railroad Standards of
Safety and Responsibility.
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros, and Hotel Rock
land

fU/M/l
WBDDING PAPERS

MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
TEL. 92

99-tf

-------------------------------------

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
Specialize on Chimes and French

Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
z
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland

•
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THREE CENTS A COPY

REVIEWING THE MAINE ELECTION
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THROUGH THE EVERLASTING HILLS

Feminine Branch of Wins Hearten Coach Sezak By We Have Been Standing
low-Holbrook Post Plans
Still At the Crossroads, Artuhr G. Staples Is Hopeful Of the Future and Recom- A Story Which Deals With Some Scenic Wonders and
Holding the Whites To
Some Matters Commonplace
mends That We Go Slowly
a Busy Season
Three Touchdowns
i
He Tells Lions

at

Fred Tripp Caterer
llttTh-tf

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, September 14, 1933

(I To Us Printing is mors than
just putting words into typo.
It it tho creation of s work of art,
bo it a simple little announcement
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
wo take all tha pride of an artist
in hie craft, in each job) and that
is tha sscrat of tho superlative
quality of Tho Courier-Gazette
Printing.

The Courier - Gazette

Novelty Prize Dance
AT SIMONTON COMMUNITY HALL

Friday Evening, September 15
Five Prizes Will Be Given

WHALEN’S “PRIVATEERS” Will Furnish Jazz
And admission sajne old price—35c and 15c

By holding the white-shirted first j "A concern which cannot afford to
team to three touchdowns ln a regu adopt the N.R.A. cannot live another
lation game the black-shtrted scrubs year without It," declared Congress
certainly put Joy Into Coach Sezak's man Moran, addressing the Rockland
heart, because It showed him that he Lions Club at The Thorndike yester
had two full teams upon which he day.
could depend.
The speaker had a very attentive
The whites kicked off, and Ladd audience, for all of ithe members
carried the ball back about five yards have the vital interest in It which is
before being tackled. The Blacks universal.
Commenting upon the criticism
punted and the whites after some
clever running by Karl brought the that the code will create chaos and
ball to the 10-yard line, only to lose bring good results to nobody, Mr
Moran said that nobody would think
It to the stubborn black defense.
Again the Blanks kicked and again of doing away with the green and
the Whites advanced the ball to the red traffic signals; they interfere
10 yard line only to have the blacks j with our liberties, but there would be

(By The Roving Reporter—First Installment)
Comments on the Maine Wet and t We havc too high an opinion of the
Dry vote are unnecessary, as the boy common-sense of Governor Brann to
| were in the making for the emsaid after his mother l>d spanked believe for one instant that he will
l ployes' annual
picnic.
Passing
him.
do any such thing. He will wait; and
through Thomaston's elm shaded
The U. 8. Constitutional Piohibi-1 study and try his best to do what Is
' Main street there came another rec
tory amendment has been doomed best for Maiae. We do not think
ollection of the summer when tent
ever since the November election of; that he believes that saloons will help
caterpillars, or some other pest, ate
1932
Both great political parties out much. Maine people better pay
I every vestige of foliage, and left the
decided that it had outlived its use- J their taxes, before th«y start in supI trees as bare as they would be in
fulness as a legal measure; but both 1 porting the dram-shop, profitably,
i midwinter. When the worms ate all
of them solemly promised to substi- Under the present Constitutional
1 that the trees had to offer they intute for it such control of the sales amendment, the Legislature can give
j vaded Thomaston residences, and
of ardent-spirits as would promote any town the right to dispense liquors
[ housewives were at the point of dlsfor
proper
uses;
the
Legislature
can
temperance; defeat all attempts tc
with ! traction
How many years ago was
This narrative deals largely witn >
rostore the saloon and keep from (as soon as the U. S 18th Amend
that?
Don't
ask me, for my memory
politics the baleful Influence of the ment is no morel devise such methods mountains —three of the largest
is poor.
of
sales
as
it
please
—
drug-stores;
dis

dram-shop.
chains in the East; with a lake I Business took us to the watekThe Democratic party, led by Mr pensaries; Canada plan, based on th'
term” oi’me;; ”^d any town" or city I whlch ranks sccond only
Uw areal I front where the Crei«h,on «*«» u 4
Failey and the Tammany group, so
may
havc
local
option
on
those
lines.
Lakes,
with
a
two-mile
gorge ln reminder that we are ln "Thomaspotent in administration counciLs
stop them. First quarter blacks 0, chaos If we didn't have them.
Massachusetts
is
trying
to
devise
which
Nature's
strangest
and
most I ton the Home of Wood Burned Lime,
have apparently forgotten this. But
whites 0. In the second quarter the
"Over and above all else." said Mr
a plan of control. It has come to awe-inspiring handiwork is seen; and And while we were there along comes
the
people
have
not.
Maine
has
not,
whites pushed over a touchdown when Moran, "there Is the practical reason
its senses and wants to avoid the with a fort whose troublous exist- , the Nereid bearing passengers who
,
Yeager broke through and blocked a that something had to be done. When we hope.
saloon, as of old. It has sent its com- ence fills one of the most interesting are homeward bound from MonheMonday,
Maine
voted
in.
accordance
punt. The point after the touchdown you ask for leadership take the neces
mittee to Canada to "study" at the and romantic chapters In history. gan. They all had a friendly word
was stopped. First half, Whites 6. sary corollary to It—follow that with a gale ol wind. It is part and
To relieve any possible suspense for that popular skipper. Eatl Starparcel of a Nation, driven by a hurri- Bar of Justice and other bars. And
Blacks 0.
leader.
cane and it was smalluse toattempt1 Canada has no saloons for sale of hard on the part of the reader I will ictt, when It came to saying goodAt the start of the second half the
"The country has been standing i to turn the ship before It. All money liquors. It does not permit hotels to hasten to explain that the mountain j bye
blacks received, could not advance front of the crossroads looking at th(
sell ardent-spirits at table, or at bars, ranges in question were the Adiron“Nollcing” Along the Way
and were forced to kick. The Whites sign. This government has decided spent to attempt the impossible, was
Ils only excess of freedom in sales ol , dacks in New York, where hardy
wasted,
except
that
it
served
to
crysLeaving
Thomaston we admire for
advanced the ball up to the goal line. I to go somewhere and has turned a
tallize the opposition to an orgie of intoxicants beyond what Maine can Jarmeis till fertile acres at an angle I the steenth time that attractive
only to be stopped, and then lost the sharp left, feeling that it Is better U
enact ln Legislature by statutes, is of 45 degrees; the Oreen Mountains wplcomc
which represente
ball. A poor kick by the Blacks gave go on the wrong road than to stanc license and of drunkenness.
emblrmattc of Q,e
All over the Nation, goes the tale found ln sales of wines. And it re- uf Vermont, whose peaks still ring ful, rlggFd ship
the Whites another chance, and after still ln front of the sign-post,
prOhppr<)us
Maine, the first bone-dry State goes quires no registration of purchasers with deeds of patriotic valor; and |own># m()re
more prosperous dayg Wc
some nice running by V Crockett
"Nobody has shown any better coanother touchdown was scored 1 operation with the Administration'! for repeal." Maine never started to of ardent-spirits at the commissaries, the White Mountains of New Hamp- pass a sign which reads: “Sandy
be a bone-dry State and never was Nelther is such required by any pro- shire those massive hills of gran- Shores." and recall a pleasant meet
i Crockett scored the point after the pian than Congressman Beedy. a Re
vision of the Maine Constitution. All ite which annually lure thousands of ing this summer with Col. Lindbergh
touchdown as the third quarter end- publican, who has worked heartily in a bone-dry State. Its Constitutional
that will be up to the Legislature, if It sightseers from all corners of the who was forced down at. South
! ed. Whites 13-Blacks 0.
! conjunction with Congressman Utter provisions regarding sales of liquor
are not bone-dry. They never have decide to "open-up" under the Maine glebe.
Pond when fog obliterated his North
j The fourth quarter started with the back and me. If we can co-operate
j The lake to which I have referred Haven destination.
been. If It had been bone-dry. at Constitutional amendment.
Blacks kicking off and after a sus- in Congress the people should be wlllWe advised the Drys of Maine to 1
of course Champlain, and after
any time, by statutory provision—
Waldoboro now has a multiplicity
talned drive a touchdown was made ing to do so.
never in actuality—It was because the lie low and escape a predestined de- .seeing It I must concede that I made of^ways. thanks to the new one
, by Captain Thomas In the last minute i "Manufacturers were continually
has
hewn stralght
1 of the game The point after the putting more money into production Legislature so voted, year after year feat ln this Issue oi Monday andbtdc ( a futile study of geography not to wh,ch
and
sent
temperance
people
to
the
their
time
to
fight
resubmission
and
have
known
that
this
splendid
body
thrQUgh
the
w<xxls
and
,.hJch „ Riv.
touchdown was blocked and the game and less money was going Into consame The Constitutionalamend-1 discord. On that battlefield they of water is 138 miles long and that ing birth to more filling stations.
ended Whites 19-Blacks 0.
sumption. The government is trymentenacted fifty yearsago, does not! should be impregnable—else the peo- it takes a ferryboat exactly an hour The effect of this new road is the
Ladd, Bartlett. Mlgita and Dentils ing to make it possible for an inso provide.
That Constitutional pie have gone mad. for a season.
to negotiate its breadth. There was evasion of two steep hills, but It
starred for the Blacks while V j dustry to accomplish what It Is unamendment provided that Maine
In a word we face exactly what another lake, the Winnepcsaukee,
Is not at all beneficial to some of the
Crockett, Karl. Yeager and Lord ex- able to do Itself It wants decent
shall outlaw the saloon and not con Massachusetts and the Nation face. which is a formidable rival to Ameri
Waldoboro institutions, and will al
celled for the Whites.
wages and decent hours. It Is helping
sent to use of liquor as a beverage, for It Is a simple issue Do you want the ca's best, but of both I will speak a
With two teams such as these that not governing. It doesn't want t
ways be marred by regret on that
the general purpose of inebriety. It control of the liquor-business In the little more at length as the story
played Tuesday it certainly looks as spy or do police duty. It insists upon
account. In Nobleboro there arc
always permitted and it now permits hands of the liquor manufacturers, progresses. Also will I have more
if Coach Sezak will have a squad that the elimination of child labor—not
signs of activity at “Lakeview," the
the Legislature to pass any kind of a and retailers? Maine has sufficient to say concerning that two-mile
will give its opponents a great deal the robbing of childhood and the
Rockland painters’ camp, and wc
law. that It choose, to sell any kind of law at present ln the Constitution to gorge, the Ausable Chasm, strange
of trouble this fall.
pushing of the adult out of work.
subsequently learned that the E C.
liquor for the uses of the people for define that broad issue. Control Is in enough in its subterranean grandeur
The summary:
“They talk about boycott, but they
Club had been having an outing there
sickness, for domestic use. for me the hands of the Legislature and the to almost rank as the world's eighth
Whites
Blacks should remember that everybody U
that day. In Newcastle one's eye Is
chanical uses, for use In the arts. I. e svouris
Courts to me
the end
that sales oi
of liquor wonder. The fort was Ticonderoga.
ena tnai
Heilier. le
le. Ellis t invited to come ln. No business can
held by the attractive premLses of
In making medicines and in trades J shall be for specified purposes, then and Of that, too, more anon,
Allen. It
It, Barstow continue if its competitor falls to ob
“The Lincoln Home for Aged People"
manufacture where much alco considered legitimate, probably again
Rubenstein, lg Ig. Morgan. Peterson serve the rules, and the sentence ol and
and it Inspires gladness that such
hoi Is used.
to be considered legitimate, after the
Scenery \ ersus The Dollar
H. Crockett. Black, c c. Black. Bartlett economic death will be passed upon
There can be but one desire behind , repeal of t he National prohibitory
A motor Journey through North- a pleasant shelter has been pro
W. Glover, rg
rg. T. Accardi the concern which does not play the
the rather untimely and we believe amendment, when it Is repealed.
ern New England and the upper vided for those inmates who arc
Yeager, rt
rt. Small game. We must get the people tc | unsupported suggestion that the Gov-' Let's go slowly. Let's not get ex- j teaches of New York State, until one nearing the sunset of life. At Bath
Raye, re,
re. Grey. Migita work. We cannot go through another |
emor will call an extra session of the cited. Let’s consider what wc heard can almost glimpse the Canadian a feeling akin to envy fills us as we
Karl, qb
qb, Ladd winter like the last one, and there L
Legislature to resubmit that Maine a prominent manufacturer say Tues- border is like traversing another think of the industrial activity which
S. Glover. Lord, lhb lhb, Olover. Lord | no other plan."
will soon set the Bath Iron Works
rhb.
Dondls
u
the
open
forum
the
talk
turned
^tltutlonal
amendment, viz. a de- day-and he voted "Wet.” Said he. Eden, filled as lt Is with wonderful
V. Crockett, rhb
throbbing. And here is noted the
views
of
mountains,
lakes
and
val

fb. J.
J. Accardi
Accord: upon
upon the
the Quoddy
Quoddy project,
project, which Mr
” * .Open S*'°°nS: 5611 lt ln hoteb 1 certainly do not want a saloon
Thomas, fb
fb.
leys whose grandeur still bids de first of many odd names for wayand restaurants.
,
near
my
factory.'
Whites 19. Blacks 0. Touchdowns. Moran believes would give employ
fiance to that spirit ol commercial side stands. It is "Stepping Stones."
Karl. Thomas and V. Crockett Poin' ment to 7000 or 8000 men for twr
A minute's stop at Ivan TrueELECTION ECHOES
thaX Maine repealed ite Neal Dow ism which has littered the roadside worthy's, whose stand is filled with
after
touchdown.
V.
Crockett J years, most of them unskilled laborer
------1 dry law in 1856, "a matter mourned with flamboyant advertisements of
Referee, Olson, Bowdoin. Umpire, who never saw a dam, and that 1
the products of a summer's busy gar
Gay. Bates Head linesman. Flana- I, would bring many new Industries tc Knox County’s Repeal Ma- by drys and hailed by the liquor overnite cabins, filling stations and dening. and who always has a happy
sandwich
shops.
Two
words,
“
Tour

gan. Time, 4 8 min. periods.
Maine. The fact that Eastport is i
jority Was 665, Cobb and trafflc" but two
laUr enwtca
ists Accommodated," loomed on the greeting for folks from his old home
Li i •
n ■
...
i •
! "a dryer law than everseaport will be a tremendous advant
landscape almost as frequently as the town. He couldn't provide us with
Hopkins
Being
High
Line
"The
present
wet
strength,
”
said
PLEADS “NOT GUILTY'
age for materials can be brought
a total eclipse, as he did a year
' the W.C.T U., "which is merely a ma- potato tops which we saw in Aroos
from Florida cheaper than they could
The Maine election went two to
'
ago. but he did invite us to supper
Warren Man Before Prnobscot Su
took
County
earlier
in
the
summer.
be taken from Florida to Mussc one for repeal as the early returns, jority of a very small part of the
—a bid which wc regretfully de
perior Court On Alleged Stork
New
Hampshire
appeared
to
be
the
voters, will give way eventually to
Shoals.
clined.
already published. Indicated. The
Deal
Yesterday's meeting saw the re majority for repeal in Knox County, | another great movement of the people chief offender, but this commercial
ism seems to be bringing the shekels
Crossing the State Line
turn
of several absentees and was one as shown by comparing the high against the liquor traffic."
A Bangor despatch in the morning
for
in
Bethlehem
we
saw
more
signs
Passing through Biddeford wc were
of the best sessions of the summer est wet and highest dry, was 665
papers says:
ISLE AU HAUT
of tourist invasion than could be Impressed with Its Urge industries,
Here are the Knox County totals; Repeal — Cobb. 14; Conant, 4;
“Kenneth W. Blackinton of Warren Flushed with baseball triumphs, the
found in all of the Knox County but personally I always associate
pleaded not guilty to a charge of ob Lions are now going to put a bowling for the Constitutional Convention! Creighton, 14; Oardner, 13; Hopkins,
shore towns combined. The summer that city with my old high school
team
into
the
field.
delegates:
taining money under false pretenses
3; Leonard 1; Robinson, 4.
business in New Hampshire Is a principal, J. P. Marston, whose
Cobb. 3165; Conant, 2486; Crelgh-1
when arraigned before Justice Man
Voting Machines—Yes, 4; No, 9.
reality; here we have not. begun to home it formerly was. Mr. Marston
STRAND THEATRE
ton, 3062; Gardner, 3009; Hopkins,'
sur in Superior Court this afternoon
State Debt LimiL-Yes. 2; No, 10.
scratch the surface.
was long since gathered to his
2500; Leonard, 293; Robinson, 2461.
The State alleges that Blackinton
Excise Tax—Yes, 1; No, 13.
Time now to tell you that I made fathers, but I shall always esteem
• • • •
on Dec. 22. 1932, obtained a total of
Ricardo Cortez ln "Big Executive,'
A special session of the Legislature , Personal Property Tax—Yeis, 2; No, this trip with Bob Webster and that his memory and the friendliness he
35 shares of Central Maine Power shoWing Friday portrays the big busiin the course of our 776-milc journey always exhibited to me.
Company capital stock from Wallace ncss man as exemplified by Wall "before January" to produce money |11I saw him consume more coffee and
for
the
State
to
carry
out
Its
’
(To be Continued)
E. Crouse and Salome Crouse of Lee
Street.
In
the
title
role
of
this
Alice
.‘■moke more pipes and cigars than I
THE
FUN
OF
WORDS
$2,000,000
public
works
program
was
by telling them that the company was
thought humanly possible for one YOUR FAVORITE POEM
------financially embarrassed and broke. Duer Miller story, Cortez is the dar- predicted Tuesday by some members I
of
the
Executive
Council
after
a
prl[
A
new
high,
or
possibly
a
new
low.
person. I also saw him stick se
and would «iot be able to pay the ing speculator who has the ill-for
had to live my life again I would
next dividend.” Three counts are In tune to fall ln love with the great- vate meeting of Gov. Brann and the in motion picture advertising was renely to the wheel all through a "“Ifve I made
a rule to read some poetry
reached
a
few
days
ago
in
the
hand

dark
and
stormy
night,
over
strange
Council.
and listen to some music at least once
the Indictment, one charging the ob granddaughter of one of Wall
a
weex
Tile
loas of these tastes Is a lose
Refusal of the people to vote favor bills distributed to announce the roads which contained more curves
taining of 23 shares of the stock
Street's old-school barons who vows ably Tuesday on a constitutional showing of "The Big Drive" at. the than a crack pitcher’s arm. And in or happiness.-Charles Darwin
valued at $1695; one charging the ob
PHILIP, MY KING
amendment to Increase the State's McCarter Theatre. Among other taking my hat off to his powers of
taining of 10 shares valued at $780 he will “bust" the young man.
Look at me with thy large brown eyes
endurance
I
want
to
repeat
the
per

Theatre
patrons
will
gird
the
globe
borrowing
limit
in
anticipation
ol
details
we
counted
24
single
exclaand a third charging two shares ob
Philip my king'
tained from Mrs. Crouse valued at and circle continents with news reel l axes and to permit Issuance of $2,000,- mation marks, 12 doubles, and one formance as a tribute to his Pontiac Round^ whom the enahadowlng purple
triple in the space of 343 words, but coupe which had not one vestige of Of babyhood's royal dignities.
$156."
photographers and reporters in 000 in bonds for emergency rellel.
on my neck thy tiny hand
closed tight the source of funds the what really rang the gong was the tire or motor trouble, and never Lay
With Love's Invisible sceptre laden;
"Headline Shooter,” melodramatic
I
am
thine Esther, to command
administration was figuring on using 1 modest claim that “10 million men coughed once in going through
Till thou shalt find a queen-hand
comedy featuring Saturday William for public works.
were killed to make this picture for those seemingly endless hills.
maiden.
Philip, my king!
Gargan and Frances Dee. Gargan.
One Councilor spoke of asking the you!” The war seems to havc had
The Days of The Old Depot
a
purpose
after
all
—
Princeton
Uni

O.
the
day
when thou goest a-woolng.
as a "Headline Shooter,” treks Legislature to pass the one per cent
Philip, my king!
The .time of departure was 4.40
versity
Almanac.
sales
tax
the
Legislature
refused
to
through
desert
waste
lands,
sails
the
When
those
beautiful lips gin suing.
STEAMSHIP LINES
p. m. Friday, Sept. 8 Not much to And. some gentle heart’s bars undoing.
seven seas and beats through dense pass last winter.
dost enter, love-crowned, and there
write about near home, one would Thou
• • • •
81ttest love-glorified' Rule kindly.
AGAIN THE SEA SERPENT
jungles to film the coolies on the
say, but the habit of "Noticing" in- Tenderly over thy kingdom fair;
To
the
news
that
Maine
had
voted
Singapore docks, Cossacks in the
For we that love, ah! we love so
blindly.
Tourlsts In wet British Columbia, culcatcd through the editor's new
Russian steppes and beach boys a' to repeal the 18th Amendment, the
Philip, my king!
Waikiki, at the same time carrying National W.C.TU. answered: “Maine Just over the border, have reported d,Partm<’nl caused me to recall Up from thy sweet mouth up to thy
annually the peregrinations of Ogo- j mcrnories of the days before the Old
brow.
on a romance with pretty Frances has gone wet before now."
for BANGOR
Philip, my king!
The temperance union pointed out pogo, a “sea serpent with a head like DeP°l was burned, when passengers
5.00 A. M. Dee as perilous and far-flung as his
Tues, Thurs., SaL,
The spirit that there lies sleeping now
a
sheep,"
who.
according
to
legend.
’
or
,,1P
ol
*tgoing
trains
were
conMay rise like a giant, and make men
very
work.
Their
love-making
for BOSTON
takes a vacation in Washington veyed t,hlther by Andrew Swcetland, As tobow
8.00 P. M. travels through an earthquake, a
Tues., Thurs., SaL,
one Heaven-chosen among hla
peers.
lakes occasionally. Now he is re Dan Brown, Jerry Murphy, Tom In
brewery fire, the Mississippi floods, a
for BAR HARBOR
My Saul, than thy brethren taller and
fairer.
ported to have bobbed up ln lake graham and other hack drivers whose
Tues., Thurs.. Sat.,
5.15 A. M. gang war and an exciting denoue
thee ln future years?
I Washington here and has been names will occur to some. The sta- LetYetmethybehold
head needeth a circlet rarer,
ment
with
the
girl
as
human
prey
of
for BROOKLIN
Philip, my klftg; —
identified
as
a
sea-otter,
a
species
j
tion
yard
had
a
main
llne
for
the
Mon., Wed., Fri.,
7.30 A. M. gangsters.—adv.
almost extinct In the Pacific north-1 PafSen8er train and one for the A wreath, not of gold, but palm. One
day.
Daylight Saving Time
west, but undoubtedly resembling'frelght train' 1)01,1 of whlch were
Philip, my king!
Commancing Sept 25, Standard Time,
housed
at night by a long broad I Thou too must tread, as we trod, a way
a sea serpent when swimming.
same hours
Thorny, and cruel, and cold, and gray;
roof. And seems to me tha.t I can Rebois within thee and foes without
If poorly
functionii
-- -----------ling Kidneys and
FARES GREATLY REDUCED
Will snatch at thy crown But march
We Can Make a Last
Bladder make you Buffer from Gettin?
We understand that they arc now i recall buying sweetmeats from one
on. glorious.
Up Nights. Nervousness. Rheumatic
Year's
Hat
Look
Like
New^Jg
Martyr,
yet monarch’ till angels shout.
Mr.
Stahle.
who
kept
a
refreshment
training
the
dollar)
to
rise
when
the
For reservations apply
Pains, Stiffness, Burning, Smarting,
As thou sltt’st at the feet of Qod vic
PHILIP
SULIDES
Itching, or Acidity try the guaranteed
place
in
the
station.
ROCKLAND WHARF
band
plays
the
National
Anthem
—
torious,
Doctor's PrescriptionCystex(Siss-tex>
Opp. Strand Theatre
’ Philip, the king!”
—Must fix you up or money
Howard Brubaker.
At the cement plant preparations
byaiCA back, Only7DX aLdniggisU.
Dinah Marla Mulock Cralk,

EASTERN

Failings from

^ROCKLAND

Help Kidneys
•
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NOTICING

REYNOLDS TROTTER WINS CLASSIC

THE NEW POSTOFFICE

Everybody in the wide regions that
acknowledge fealty to the ancient city
of Boston in its metropolitan
capacity, naturally unites in congrat
ulating that favored municipality
upon the completion of its new
$6,000,000 postoffice building. Tower
ing in the midst of the business sec
tion to a height of 22 stories, beauti
ful in its architecture and endowed
with every modem feature that gives
to postofficing the final word in
smoothness and efficiency, thc build
ing stands a monument of worth and
a public ornament for the visiting
sight-seer to gaze upon with admira
tion not unmixed with awe.

upon the law-abiding cltUen.

Distinctive Clothes

r.

Russeli Turner Of Millbridge Elected President—Minimum
Rate Of 25 Cents To Be Asked
Treasurer—Howard Maxwell, Cape
Elizabeth.
In the afternoon there was a con
ference of the Maine Fishermen's As
sociation and Maine Lobster Dealers'
Association.
A minimum rate of 25 cents a
pound will be asked for by the fish
ermen—two cents higher than the
price named at the preliminary meet
ing some weeks ago.
Importation of lobsters under 3'4
inches, bone measure, and over 4’4
Inches will be restricted, lf the As
sociation's wishes prevail. This would
eliminate the "chickens1' and the
"Jumbos."
Goldthwaite,
Three delegates will be sent to the
code hearing.

Lobster fishermen and lobster deal
ers, representing the industry in
Maine, were in conference at The
Thorndike yesterday, arranging their
lines for the forthcoming code hear
ing in Washington.
The first event of thc day was the
meeting of the Maine Fishermen's
Association which organized with
these officers:
President- Russell Turner, Millbridge.
Vice President—L. A. Wilson, Crie-

haven.
Secretary—Clarence
Biddeford.

Flanagan, catcher
To the Sports Editor:—
Gray, pitcher
I take exceptions to Elmer E. Al
Wotton, first base
len's statement of Sept. 9 in your pa
Chaples, second base
per that Rockland had to send to
Freeman, third base
Belfast, Togus and Norway to get
Ogier, shortstop
players to beat a St. George team. For
Gay. left field
if I am not mistaken there were six
Mealy, Centerfield
players who do not belong in the
Fowler, right field
town of St. George. And I will pick
The games to be played one in
an all-Rockland team and play an Rockland, one in St. Oeorge; third
all-St. George team a series of three game to be jflayed at a place agree
games for fun or marbies, winner able to bolii teams
taking all gate receipts. Rockland's
E. U Chaples
lineup will be:
Rockland. Sept. 12.

quality.

'

._________ _ __________ ' -

~

Many extraordinary virtues have

been credited to tea. Salada Tea
claims only this—that it provides

the finest cup of pure refreshment

«n

For Your Fall Topcoat

SALAD! TEA
52S-A

.

The Raglan
$25.00

$100 From Well Managed

Uncle Sam Owes Him

Event

Gregory’s

BATTERY F DISGUSTED

Game With Sooth Thomaston In
Big Five League

To the Sports Editor: —
It seems as though the Big Five
League has disbanded. Battery F
has been waiting now for two weeks
to play a league game with South
Thomaston. The game, after being
cancelled three times, was supposed
to be played Tuesday the 12th.
South Thomaston Issued a notice to
Battery F at the last minute that, it
would not play any more night
games.
The way they planned on playing
their games on Sundays the league
would probably end around Thanks
giving. The only teams Bat wry F
has ever been able to depend on are
Clark Island and Rockport. Unless
an agreement Is reached by today,
you may consider Bat.tery F out of
the league.
Robert N. Robinson, Manager.

Motorists, making the circulai
sweep of the excellent Owl’s Head
highways, find a special note of at
traction in the wayside home of the
Strout family, whose youngest mem
ber, Burdell, ln the capacity of a far
merette, and assisted by the family’s
other members, has demonstrated the
possibilities of a small place whei
cultivated with commonsense and
enthusiasm. Vegetable garden anc
flower garden, both are prosperous.
The variety of vegetables is great, the
success with each of them unbeliev
able. Especially the green corn and
the potatoes. Potatoes? Say! on a
bit of soil thirty feet square 20 bushels
were grown—Green Mountain and
Early Rose—and that illustrates the
rest of the summer's achievement, car
ried on largely by way of utilizing
spare time. It will be worth your
time to drive down and look the place
over while the looking U good.

MEAT
Real bargains in
wholesome,
fresh,
tasty food. Wonder
meals with these bet*
ter meats. Tender
and juicy always—
easy to prepare —
clean.

•ou?
POUND

8‘

POUND

POUND

POUND

8<

18<

...... . ....... ..... ........ ........... ...................

Pot Roast

25«

S1.B8

------ ---------------- $1.00, $1.25, $2.50

. ................. ;.........
$4.95 '
................. -........ $1.00, $1.25, $1.98
—....................-.... ,..... . .... 75c, $1.00
............... .*....... .... ........ ...... 50c, 75c

12c

15^

BONELESS, LB.

Corned Rib Beef “ 7/-8/
LEAN STEWING BEEF

LEAN HAMBURG
BEEF LIVER

2 ■ 25c

LEAN STEWING LAMB,

LB

10c

SHOULDERS
SMOKED, SUGAR CURED,

LEAN SHORT SHANK

STEAKS

9c

LB.

Top Round,
lh
Cubed,
lh
Boneless Sirloin, lb
Rump,
lb. 25c,

25c
25c
35c
35c

PIG’S LIVER,

2 lbs

15c

HAMBURG STEAK,

3 ibs

25c

BAKER’S COCOA

FAMOUS

Well, we've had a few touches of winter and it makes us thin!
of what’s coming. Everybody will have to have warmer clothing
and that's just what we have for you.
FOR BOYS—
ZIPPER JACKETS ................ .... .................................
$2.98, $3.75
SWEATERS
v
SHEEPSKIN COATS ...................
SCHOOL PANTS
SHIRTS AND BLOUSES
SWEAT SHIRTS
FOR MEN—

CHUCK
ROAST

LAMB
LEGS FOREQUARTERS CHOPS

THF

AYER’S
Ll .MBtR JACKETS

.. . '

.

A FEW YEARLING LAMB LEGS,

The autumn fair of Miriam Re
Edward M. Lawrence of this city
recently filed suit against Frank J. bekah Lodge Tuesday proved one of
the most successful undertakings of
You’ll find it here in an Ham of Augusta. U. S. Internal reve that organization. The booths, with
nue collector, to recover $21,601 which
their many useful and attractive
especially nice selection of
he alleges is due him as principal and articles, found ready purchasers durnew tweed designs, also interest on income tax he paid for
: ing the entire day. The noondayneat mixtures in light, me 1919 and which the commissioner of luncheon was well patronized and
dium and dark shades with internal revenue held should be re more than 200 partook of the supper.
Miss Madlene Rogers direc ed an
turned to him,
regular shoulders.
entertainment
which featured piano
Lawrence's writ set forth that in
solos by Ernest Johnson and Mrs.
1923
and
1924
he
paid
$16500
as
tax
Some as low as $20
on his income for 1919 as assessed by Josephine Burns, readings by Marion
Ludwick. Barbara Atkinson, Mrs
Ham.
NRA FLAGS
He filed a claim with the commis Grace Rollins. Mrs. Nettie Stewart
35c, 75c, $2 00
sioner, alleging the tax to have been and Miss Rogers, trumpet so’.o by
erroneously and Illegally assessed and Dudley Harvie. During the supper
New Neckwear
asked refund of the full amount. hour the Miriam Orchestra piayed.
This refund was granted by the com and Bean-O furnished the cfcief di
New Shirts
missioner in 1028, according to the version of the evening, a tidy sum
from this activity being netted.
writ.
New Ascot Sweaters
Mrs. Lena Rollins as general
The writ further alleges that the
for Girls
amount of the refund was delivered chairman was assisted by: Mrs.
to Ham as Federal custodian but that Flora Post, candy; Mrs. Maud
$1.50
Ham has refused to turn the money Cables, aprons; Mrs. Mabel Brewster,
j sewing circle table; Mrs. Fanny Pinkover to Lawrence.
In a supplementary action, attached I ham. grabs; Mrs. Josephine. Burns,
to thc writ, Lawreixe alleges that miscellaneous; Mr. and Mrs. Nestor
Ham owes him money on account of Brown, Bean-O: Mrs. Belle Lewis,
saying the spray from the sea went private transactions between them. fortune telling; Miss Madlene Rogers,
more than 75 feet high—right over It was the flrst time, according to entertainment; noon luncheon. Mrs.
court attaches, that such a supple Lina Carroll; supper, Mrs. Annie
the buildings.
mental
action has been attached to a Aylward.
This crew was at Widow's Island
Federal writ.
Nearly $100 will be realized.
abcut six weeks.

Been Trying Two Weeks To Get

.

EAT

E. M. Lawrence Seeks Recov- Odd Fellows Auxiliary Earns

ery of Large Sum He Says

it is possible to secure.

do oua

THE REBEKAH FAIR

INCOME TAX SUIT

Finds Time After Store Duties To
Raise Potatoes 'n' Ever’thing

W. N. Reynolds, owner of Mary Reynolds, the year’s lead
ing trotting horse, congratulates Ben White who drove the
fleet bay filly to a dramatic victory in the Hambletonian Stake.
Mr. Reynolds has two hobbies—fine trotting horses, and the
fine tobaccos that go into Camel cigarettes. He is regarded in
the industry as the world’s greatest expert in judging tobacco

JUST FINE TEA
NOTHING MORE

WHAT SAY YOU, ST. GEORGE?

SWIFT’S
ARROW

BORAX SOAP 10

c^in PANCAKE FLOUR

CAN

10c

CAKES

25c

PKGS.

15c

PKGS

25c

2

price WHEATIES 2

HEAVY SWEATERS _ ____ .

$3.00, $5.00
LUMBER JACKETS
........................-............... .
$2.50
ZIPPER COATS
___
........... ............................ $350, $5.00
WORK PANTS
.... -................ ...... $150, $2.00, $250
DRESS PANTS
.............. -............. $2.50, $3.50, $3.98
FANCY SWEATERS ....
............ *....... —.......... $1.50, $250
DRESS SHIRTS . ......................... -.......... ...... -......... 75c, $1.00, $125
Our country has had a bad tomach arJie for over two years,
but we re getting better and we re coming bark to good times again.
Don't forget that.

T
XND SALT COD
BOX
FRESHLY
CUT

FISH STICKS

ARMOUR’S
STAR

WILLIS AYER

PURE LARD

19c
2

4

LB.

19c

LB.
PKG.

32c

FANCY

_

BURDELL A FARMERETTE

AT TREMENDOUS COST

The opinion is held by the National
Council of Seventy-six that the prob
lem of crime can be solved by educa
tion. This conclusion follows the in
vestigation made by the Council,
which disclosed the fact that crime is
costing the United States annually
the colossal sum of $13,000,000,000.
You find ltr impossible to visualize
that diass of figures, but understand
ing that they represent $100 a year
for every man, woman and child, you
can form some idea of the financial
burden that«the criminal, in the pur
suit of his little hobbt.s, is laying

THE LOBSTERMEN ORGANIZE

BIG FIVE LEAGUE

t
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Hampered By No Ruling
❖
A
Be not. deceived; Ood is not
Some Managers Want To
+
mocked: for whatsoever a man ++♦♦♦+++♦+♦+♦♦♦++•>•!•+♦+♦*+
Play Postponed Games
soweth, that shall he also reap.—
Have any of this paper's
Galatians 6:7.
Now that the scheduled season hit
readers, gifted with the
noticing faculty, noticed—
closed in the Big Five league and
WHAT WILL BE NEXT?
<?> <$>
the race is still undecided, the man
THAT you experience a sense of
agers
should get together and play
Maine certainly has made the front approval when you observe the pon
page and found itself exploited in the derous city scraper smoothing out j off their cancelled games as soefl as
editorial column. That her people the streets in anticipation of autum- possible There is no rule in the
would by an impressive majority cast nal traffic.
League prohibiting play-off games (
aside tradition had for some time
e <*
after the schedule is over and in all j
been discounted by all who intelli
THAT if you question thc severity
gently read the signs. In December of the nipping and eager atmosphere fairness to those teams participating j
the convention at Augusta will per of Sunday night there are citizens of in the fight for thc pennant it is felt
functorily register the conclusion of veracity who will make affidavit that that the other teams should play off
Monday's election. Just what there the pail of water outside the door such games as would figure in a flag
after is to take place in connection 1 showed in the morning what Sam
contender's outcome. One unplayed
with situations Inevitably to present Weller called a mask of ice.
game could spell victory or defeat to
themselves it is too early to forecast.
«• ♦
We should hope the predictions of THAT the feathering white clema the chances of South Thomaston or
dire nature might stop short of any tis and the fringed gentian, about Rockport the two leading nines, with
full realization, but the pendulum which charming poems are written. ')uf a single game separating them
Each of these teams has four games
has made a wide sweep and may not now make their first appearance and
! unplayed Each has games to play
yet have reached the extreme of its are joyously welcomed.
with the Snipers, who are said to be
orbit We do not regard the oppo
♦ ♦
nents of alcoholic beverages as de
THAT however strong minded you through. Rockport has two gamee
feated. Out-generaled, perhaps, and think yourself to be, when the boy- i with them. If the Snipers quit they
driven over their breastworks, but yet knocks at the door and hands in a are hurting a contender's chances
lull of fight. As the proponents of telegram you feel a little sinking at ' Rockville, which was halted in midrepeal enlarge their confidence and the heart and a hesitancy to open it. searon because blueberries and gar
dening called away its players, is
increasingly the sinister countenance
of the saloon leers from its hidingTHAT the Nye garage building was planning to resume its march and
places. there is bound to be on the once an ancient church in Warren, play out its schedule with double
part of the people a realignment of which was taken down, removed to headers. This is the only other team
opinion upon this problem which Rockland and re-erected in its pres with anything but a mathematica
chance to win. Following is a com
vexes and impoverishes th|e entire ent form.
plete list of unplayed games:
world.
♦ «>
July 5. Sept. 3—Battery F-Rockvllle
THAT the potato-ball, which one
July 16. Sept 13—Snlpers-Rockport
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
j time thrown from a pointed stick
July 20—Battery F-Snipers.
■
j yielded joy to the boyish heart, no
July 30. Sept. 10—Clark IslandIn the dim light of early Tuesday longer grows, and so has disappaared
evening an elderly gentleman, cross- J another innocent form of youthful Pirates.
July 30—Battery F-Rockport.
ing at Park street, was struck by a [ pieasure
Aug 2. 30—Battery F-Pirates.
passing car and thrown to the paving !
j,
Aug. 6—Battery F-Rockville
Thence in an unconscious condition J that the found and lo6t column
Aug. 9. Sept. 6—Clark lslar.d-Rockhe was borne to the hospital's open' causfcs you to wonder why it is that
doors, where notwithstanding identity dogs
themselves with such fre- vllle.
Aug. 20—Rockville-Pirates.
was unknown, proper methods for qu€ncy and whether it is because like
Aug 23, July 26‘—Snipers-Rockhis care were promptly set ln action, q,,. most of
they are pleased to
ville.
and the work of rescue achieved
themselves mentioned in print.
Aug. 27—South Thomastoti-Snipers
There his family found him, resting
<§, *
Aug. 30—South Thomaston-Rock
under perfect care. The other day a THAT tomorrow you'll be noticing
pupil in one of the girls’ camps of whether your gentlemen acquaint- ville.
Sept. 6—Snipers-Pirates; Battery
this vicinity was stricken with ap- ances hold to the strict canon cf
pendicitis. It was a case for immedi fashion by leaving the straw hat on F-South Thomaston.
Sept. IQ — Snipers-Clark Island;
ate operation. A telephone call tc its nail until the ides of next May.
Rockville-Rockport
.
the hospital, another call across the
<s <?'
Sept. IS—South Thomaston-Pirates
ocean to the girl's parents in London, THAT thc Harvest Moon which last
• Tie game.
a swift ride to the city, the cool, week turned upon us the fullness of
quick action by Surgeon and Nurses,
giowing countenance will for yet I
WIDOW'S ISLAND AGAIN
and there was the young patient another week add to nature's beauty
snugly at rest in a private room, to [ y,e gjory Of ns autumnal visitation, It. L. Jones Who AVorked There II
be followed by an early dismissal
<$, <§>
Late 80s Recalls a Big Storm
from the hospital, perfectly cured.
THAT as you drive the rural ways
These arestories quoted by way of | and
behold the always engaging
Few matters have attracted more
Sllustratting occasions in the daily spectacle of the harvesting of crops, interest than the reminiscences per
life of the hospital, the protector yOu experience a renewed sense of taining to Widow's Island. Now
alike of our own homes and the great ■ the great part the farmer plays in comes R. L. Jones of The Highland.'
company of persons who spend in this the scheme of things and the poor who was employed there in 1887-88 by
vicinity the summer months. Nat figure the rest of us would cut with- I the W. H. Glover Co., which had the
urally it has to be a hospital properly out him.
1 contract for the brick marine hospiorganized, and steadily held at the
♦
, tai.
peak of efficiency for service at every
THAT you enjoy the sight, as
E. K Glover sent down as a crew
hour of the twenty-four. And such' Shakespeare did. of the school-boys ta assist Benjamin Blackington. thr
it ls. Let us not forget that.
i with satchel and shining morning boss—Ike Simmons. Gene Liddy
i faces getting along to school, but you Charles Staples, Dana Staples.
THEN THE FAIR OPENS
:wish they wouldn't insist so upon Charles Morton and Mr. Jones
I crowding you off the sidewalk on There was also a large crew largely
The people of the county, and even , their ^.ay there
from Down East points. The men
beyond those familiar borders, arej
§
bearded and slept in the old hospital
now planning with themselves for THAT with the cessation today of a wooden building, "shored up" on the
visitation upon the established cere- j scheduled airplane traffic between eastern side to hold it upright.
monies of the North Knox Fair. How , Rockland and the islands, Penobscot
Mr Jones tells of a terrible easterly
firmly the high character of this, say loses for this season one of its storm which drove the “shores" right
institution has been fixed in the j high lights, worth a thought that ovej through the building, the wind was
imaginations of these people receives. 2000 persons crossed the bay by air so terrific. Mr. Blackington told the
evidence with each recurring autumn, this summer.
men they would have to take their
when the public renews the beaten
bedding and go over into the new
track, that leads to the village of
UNION
hospital. So, burdened with mat
Union. These festival occasions do
Members of Union Lodge, I.O.O.F. tresses. blankets and pillows they
not win such measures of support by are asked to remember the meeting started across. The minute they were
accident They are a canny folk, next Saturday evening, and plan to j in the wake of the wind away went
these men and women of Knox, and attend. The biggest and best session mattresses and other bedding, so that
they give their liberal support to the of the year is anticipated. The dis few of them made their destination
Fair because there are men of high trict deputy grand master will be with anything to sleep on or under.
character and ability at the head of present and refreshments will be Mr. Jones recalls that it was one of
it. What they bring forward each served after the meeting.
the worst storms he ever experienced
year for inspection has placed th
North Knox in the very front of these
autumnal exhibitions which have won
for Maine in this connection a fore
most and deserved reputation.

Every-Other-Day

t

BUNCHES

YOU WANT A GOOD

POSITION

^CY SWEET POTATOES 10 LB. 25c

4

WE WILL TRAIN
YOU FOR ONE

There is very seldom a lack of Opportunity
—a lack of a good position, for those who are
trained; those who are ready for them; those
who can give the employer absolute satisfac
tion. We have placed Graduates of ours in
some of the finest positions in the East.
We will train you for the Civil Service Ex
aminations if you wish. Special courses lor
those who desire them. Registrations now.

FANCY CELERY

10c

Jlakket

EVERYTHING TO

EAT

<■

T" SUNDAY DINNERS ,A.00‘

Our

Served From 12.30 to 2.00 P. M.

Roast or Fried Chicken—Lobster

ROCKLAND BUSINESS
COLLEGE

Our Vegetables are served fresh from the Hotel
Gardens

KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston, Me.

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF_____
THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Sept. 16 (Football)—Rockland High at

BrunMrtek

8ept. 19 (2 to 7 301— Educational Club
picnic, with speaker, Mrs. Minnie Miles,
hostess
Sept. 20-22-Annual convention of the
Maine W C. T. U. In Belfast.
Sept. 26 -Grade schools (Including
Junior high) begin
Sept. 25—Knox County Teachers' Con
vention at Rockland.
Sept. 26-2S-North Knox Fair. Union.
Oct. 3-5—Lincoln County Fair. Dam-rlacotta.
Oct 4—Lincolnville Fair.
Oct. 10-12—Topsham lair
Oct. 14—Semi annual meeting of the
Maine State Hand Engine League. Lubec.
Sept. 16 (3 p. m.)—Benefit baseball.
Knox and Lincoln All-Stars vs. Camden,
ot Camden.
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COMMUNITY CHEST

CENTURY OF PROGRESS VOTES
These merchants are co-operating to send two Knox County boys
or girls to th. World Fair, Free, in October. With each purchase of
50 cents or over you will receive votes to oast for your favorite con
testant. Votes can be obtained only from the concerns listed below.
Ballot boxes are available ln each store. And every merchant who
cares to may participate.

This Campaign Is To Raise
$3000 By Voluntary Sub

scriptions

Rockland's Community Chest ls en
gaged ln a canvass to raise *3000 for
MARKETS
the help of the Home for Aged Wom
Gregory’s
Perry’s Foodland
en and to retain here the service of
416
Main
St.,
Rorkland
421 Main St.,
Rockland
the Red Cross, which without this ]
OIL BURNERS. RANGE OIL
immediate help must be withdrawn— ‘
DEPARTMENT STORES
REFRIGERATION, FUEL OIL
which would be a calamity, in par
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
A. C. McLoon Co.
ticular to the less fortunate classes of
328 Main St.,
Rockland
COLLISION WORK
the city.
GARAGES
Rockland Body & Fender
The following contributions have [
Kent’s
been received. Others may be sent!
Shop
WEATHER
384 Main St.,
Rockland 655 Main St.,
Rorkland
[either to the Chamber of Commerce
The morning'bulletin suggests for
LADIES' WEAR
DRUG, STORES
[ or to this paper. Checks should be
northern New England u cloudy day,
Cutler’s
Comer Drug Store
’ made payable to Community Chest. ,
with rain in places and cooler than
369 Main St.,
Rockland 422 Main St.,
Rorkland
Received to date:
yesterday. But not so ln this vicinity,
Auto Electric
Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb...... * 25.00 I
Wall Paper
which though cloudy in the begin
Farrel Co., Inc.
Leroy Chatto ............................. 1.00
C. M. Blake Store
ning. perceives a northwest wind that
643 Main Street
662 Main Street
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett..... 10 00
may be counted upon to clear the
W. 8. Rounds ............................ 5.00 (
Drug Stores
Shoe Repairing
Radio, Sporting Goods
skies. Nor is it so shivery as yester
McCARTY’S
ROCKLAND SHOE
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc
Miss Addle Rogers ................... 1.00 [
606 Main Street
REPAIRING
CO.
day morning, when the household was
Miss Kate Wendell ................... 5.00 !
Boots and Shoes
Restaurants
glad to turn on the heat. On the
| Mrs. W W. Gregory........... ....... 5.00
Furniture
BOSTON SHOE STORE
NEWBERT'S
whole it is weather not unseasonable
Main Street
306 Main Street
STUDLEY FURN. CO.
Edna Gregory ............................ 2.00 i
Main Street
It was Just the same one year ago.
Cleaning and Pressing
Fruit
Auxiliary Huntley-Hill Post,
|^i
I. L. CROSS
NAUM A ADAMS
Hardware
V.
F.
W.
.................................
5.00
220 Main Street
457 Main Street,
II. H. CRIE CO.
Emery Barbour, steward of the Elks
456 Main Street
Carrie E. Brainerd..................... 10.00 [
Fish Market
Jewelry
Club Ls ln Boston on a short vacation.
Evelyn M. Hix .......................... 25.00 j
FRED HASKELL
C. E DANIELS
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Main Street
370 Main Street
408 Main Street
' Dr. A. W. Foss .......................... 10.00 ’
Clarence Robishaw who has had
Grain—Flour—Feeds— Sugar, Etc.
Boots and Shoes
j Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ayer ........ 10.00
STOVER FEED MFG. CO.
McLAIN SHOE STORE
employment in New York for the
86 Park Street
432 Main Street,
Rockland
i Mrs. Sadie Dennison...............
1.00 j
summer has returned home.
101-118
•
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller..... 10.00 [
Central Maine Power Co......... 50.00 j
Gorham Normal School will have
A meeting of the Universalist parish
Blue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts E. L. Toner ............................. 5.00 v
at least one Rockland student in its is called for Friday evening Supper holds its flrst meeting of the season [ Miss Ellen Daly ...................... 10.00 1
entering class this fall—Anita Oattl. at 6.30 under the direction of Mrs R. Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock at the Caroline Jameson ..................... 10.00
C. Wentworth, Mrs. Oeorge H. Welch Universalist vestry.
A Friend
______________ _ 2 00
The Public Library will be closed
and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer.
------|F. W. Fuller _______________ 5.001
ill day Friday that the staff may at
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at Mr and Mrs £ p Glover...... loon
tend the Library Convention in
In the list of entering students at 2 30 with Mrs Hope Brewster. 43 Senter Crane Co......................... 25.00
Brunswick.
fQorham Normal School are noted Rankin street. There will be election , Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buffum ...... 25.00
of delegates to the State Convention i J
Miss Harriet Wilson of the John' Mary Stockbridge and Anita Gattl of
Mrs. Lottie Hall ........................ 2.00 ,
Rockland; Helen Stone of Camden, j in Belfast, and other business ol inl i
Bird Company is having a week's va
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Eaton_____ 10.00
t portance.
cation and is spending it at her home, and Katherine True of Hope.
____
Elizabeth O. Messer ................. 25.00 [
Thomaston.
Pretty tough to bowl a string ot Mrs. Lillian B. Mortland ........... 10.00
LAST BALL GAME
130 and then lose, but that's what Dr
w- Frohock
.............. 5.00
Letters from Ray Duff, bound to
George Gay did at the Star Alleys C. H. Duff................... —............ 10.00 (
ward the Mississippi River on busi
All-Stars, selected from the
j yesterday when the proprietor, John Mrs. Fred R. Spear.................... 10.00
ness show that he kept ln close touch
Knox and Lincoln Twilight
1 L. Thomas, beat him with hls record
E. O. Kenyo n....... .............. 5.00
with the Maine election.
League, will play a benefit game
string of 149.
! Oeorge B. Wendell, East MUwith Camden, at Camden. Sat
___ —
J ton, Mass...... ............................. 5.00
An important meeting of the offi
urday, starting at 3 o'clock. The
Coach Sezak appears to be getting a Friend ...... a............................ 1.00
cers and teachers of the Universa
beneficiary wBl be a player who
excellent co-operation from the Efr. and Mrs. E. B. Howard...... 5.00 j
list Church school is called for to
has been out of work since mid
members of the High School foot- Mlss Annie Frye......................... 5.00
night at 7 30 at the parsonage.
season because of an accident
ball squad. He is full of enthusiasm
c Rhodes........................ 10.00
received in one of the games.
| himself, and the players are rapidly Mrs Charles G. Wells, North
Mrs. Ruth Koster Hoch, soprano, ls
The game deserves the patron
becoming imbued with that spirit Haven
50 00
to be soloist at the South Thomaston
age of every fan who can get
The Sezak crew to apt to go places. Qreat AU#ntlc" *
Church Sunday evening, Rev. Cecil
there. Buy a ticket whether you
Witham will occupy the pulpit.
i The Maine Air Transport planes Co................................................ 50 00
go or don't.
conclude their schedule for 1933 with A Friend .................................... 2.00
Frosts earlier in the week did much
Anal sailings this afternoon, having Mr. ar.d Mrs J. lister Sherman 10.00
damage to crops in the lowlands,
Due to arrangements made by the carried over 2000 passengers. The Miss Marcia Farwell ................ 10.00
particularly in Warren. At Crescent
Beach the cottagers were mourning State Department of Education that I company officials are thoroughly ap- Miss Edith Bicknell ................. 2 0o
the Knox County Convention be held preciative of lbe pubUc support dur. Caroline G. Carpenter .............. 5.00
the loss of their stricken posies.
in Rockland Sept. 25, the grade ing the past season.
Frances Forchhelmer ............... 5 00
Lewiston Journal: Lucky Camden, schools (including Junior High) will
25.00
Winifred S Leighton
with so many $80 and *40 prizes for not open until Tuesday, Sept. 26.
The Rockland Postoffice has re E. K. Leighton ........
25.00
best flower gardens, plus lower '
ceived notice from the Division of a Friend ...... ....................
100
The recent dance at the Samoset j postal Savings, that effective at the Miss Lena Miller ............
awards and a long list of recipients
300
and honorable mentions The whole Hotel for the benefit of the Knox
of business Sept. 15, 1933, the Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown
1000
town is an example to the State on Hospital netted *66.75. The commit- transfer of postal savings accounts p. m. Kittredge.......................... 2.00
improvement along beautification | tee in charge once again expresse. between depository postofflees or be- Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Fogg.......... 10 00
appreciation to Manager 8cott for the tween designated units of a depository Mrs. Mary B. H. Seaverns........ 5 00
lines.
------generous act of giving the use of the office
be suspended until further Mr. and Mrs Henry Keating .... 5 00
Maine Hills of the Waldo County I ballroom.
j notlce.
'
Mrs. Ellen C L. Clark ........... .
4.0C
Fish and Game Association has been
------Clinton H. Crane _________ 25 00
designated by Gov. Brann as a mem
Ruth Mayhew Tent, held a special William P Burpee, the well-known MrS Mary H. Wardwell _____ 10.00
ber of the advisory council of the meeting Monday evening to rehearse artist, was struck by an automobile McDougall-Ladd Co........
15 00
Commission of Inland Fisheries dnd for inspection which is scheduled for at the corner of Park and Union F. D. Alden ______ ______ ...... 5 00
Sept. 29. An invitation was extended streets Tuesday evening and thrown No Name
Game.
25 00
by the Belfast Tent to meet with it to the pavement. He was taken to Lawrence Portland Cement Co. 50 00
A lively canvass is being made by Sept. 28 when their inspection will
the hospital where he spent the night. Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. White .... 10 00
the contestants ln the Century ot take place. The local Tent meets
and is now resting comfortably, with Mr. and Mrs. C. W Sheldon ..... 10.00
Progress contest to win the *5 cash Monday evening and Mrs. Carrie probable early return to his Park
Mrs. Ella P. Grimes................... 10 00
prize offered for tbe one who gets the House, president, issues an important street home.
Mrs. E. D. Spear ....................... 10.00
largest number of signatures by next call to all officers to be present.
Dr. F. B. Adams____________ 6.00
Monday. The contest closes at 5
The steamship Belfast is going to
The annual convention of the look after the Boston and Bangoi Andrew J. Peters ....................... 10.00 1
o'clock in the afternoon and the full
A Friend ..... .'.............................. 1.00
lists must be turned in to either Dick Maine League of Loan and Building route until winteT shuts in and the
Dr. C’ D. North...............
5.00
Reed or Sid Cullen at that time. Sec Associations takes place Sept. 23, at Cornish comes on for freight duty.
The Britt Home ........................ 15.00
Polana
Spring
House.
Gov.
Brann
Sailings
from
Boston
will
be
made
1
ond and third place winners will re
Gwendolyn F. Rochester .......... 25.00
ceive free theatre tickets. Much in and President Johnson of Colby will Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
be'
speakers
at
the
evening
session
and
from
Rockland.
Tuesdays,
Thurs
terest is being shown In the result ol
Total to date ........................ *825 00
next Friday's count as at least ten And F. Harold Dubord of Waterville, days and Saturdays. On the Belfast
contestants are running neck and State manager of the Home Owners J Capt. Rawley will have charge of the
BORN
neck and there are several dark Loan Corporation, and W. H. Neaves. steamer for a half-month period, al- HOOPER At Rockland. Sept. 12. to Mr
and
Mrs.
I
B.
Hooper, a son, Robert
jfresident of the Home Loan Bank of j ternating with Capt. Wall.
horses.
Petrie
Cambridge, will address the dinner
------The quilt exhibit at Montpelier It is possible that Philip Licber of J South Portland voters, balloting
MARRIED
yesterday was attended by more than Shreveport, La., who is expected to upon three forms of city government, MORRI8ON-QUINN—At Rockland. Aug 9
by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. Norman
100, 78 of whom took advantage of be elected president of the United Monday, chose the city manager form L.
Morrison and Miss Lucy C. Quinn
t.he opportunity to Inspect the hand States League at Chicagoi, will bt which Rockland so emphatically re of North Haven.
BISBEE-GREY
—At Rockland. Sept. 12.
jected.
The
plan
received
2328
votes,
some mansion. Thirty-eight quilts present.
by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. Doug
n E
—
against
984
for
the
combination
lass
Bisbee.
Jr. of Rockport and Miss
were shown, and the result from the
High School opened Monday with form, and only 44 for the retention of Arlene Grey of Rockland.
88 votes cast by the visitors is shown
hire: Prettiest quilt, made by Mrs. a registration of 428 pupils, the larg- the present form. Either South
DIED
ever. Twenty graduates have Portland was offered a better plan HOLBROOK—At Bremen. Sept. 6. Nellie
Adelaide Davis
Rockland,
pattern j e.<k
Dresden
Plate; ofbest
workmanship
6i»nlfied thelr kltent
relurn for than Rockland's or suspicion and
A . wife of John H Holbrook, aged 57
years. Burial at Bremen.
post-graduate courses, this being in prejudice were not so easily aroused
entered by Mrs. John Creighton of
accordance with advice sent out from
IN MEMORIAM
Thomaston, pattern, Pinwheel; most
loving
memory of Ruth Osler, who
tjie National Education Association The biggest week's Dusiness in the d,In
‘
“
sep
”
.
unusual, intered by td. Matthews of
and also from the U S. Department history of the Kennebec bridge was
Gone Ik the face we loved no dear,
Lincolnville, handwoven coverlet,
Silent the voice we loved to hear.
of Education, urging graduates to re during the first seven days of the
Too far away for sight or speech.
pattern, The Governor’s Garden;
turn for post-graduate work where present month, ending with Thursday
But not too far for thought to reach.
best quilt top. special prize, Mrs. J. college training is temporarily im
Sweet to remember her who once was
when receipts totalled *8274, an aver
here.
E. Parsons, Gay street, Rockland, possible. It is most gratifying to
And who though absent is Just as
age of more than *1000 per day. The
dear.
pattern Sunbonnet Baby. Other have Principal Blalsdell once more
week's business was *178 greater than
Husband and children, father and
patterns noted were Wreath of Roses. «t the helm, and he expresses pleas- for the first days in September in mother,
brothers and sisters.
Log Cabin, Rising Sun, Sun Burst, ure with the teaching force undei 1928 which had hitherto held the South Cushing.
White House Steps, Colonial Bou- him, and foreseeing a successful year palm for volume. The week includes
CARD OF THANKS
quel, and Shenandoah Valley. Mrsj
assembly Tuesday morning was the Labor Day traffic which swelled
My thanks are extended to the friends,
neighbors,
and members of the R R L.
Vivian Hewett was in charge and was presided over by Charles Ellis, presi the receipts.
Co., for thelr kindness ln my recent be
reavement; also for the beautiful flowers
assisted by Mrs. C. F. Snow and Miss dent of the senior class, who intro
and the use of thelr cars.
Dorothy Snow, with Mrs. H. P. duced members of the faculty as
Eddie Whalen's Privateers, a tenJohn H. Holbrook.
Blodgett assisting with the ballots. speakers Miss Anna Coughlin led piece dance band that is rapidly com
Hostesses for the mansion were Mrs. the devotional exercises and ad ing into State-wide favor, opened a
John Creighton, chairman, Mrs. dressed the freshman class. Coach Tuesday night jianee series at Ocean
NJaria Copeland. Mrs. Cora Currier, Samuel Sezak spoke regarding the View Ballroom this week and were
Miss Lucy Rokes, Mrs. George Lud football season and of the first game given a cordial reception. This is the
Parcel Delivery
wig, Mrs. Hazel Anzalone, Miss which takes place Saturday at drive that is meeting with such
Rut.h Blodgett and Miss Anna Dill Brunswick. Raymond Bowden also marked success at the Breezemere
Family Washings
ingham.
spoke briefly. A reception to the Saturday nights The Privateers will
Called For and Delivered
freshman class will take place Friday continue to play yuesday nights at
I will rent store, including Downy- evening. There is always a general Ocean View until further notice.
flake doughnut machine, to anyone ihfvltation extended to parents and
that would make cake, pies, turn friends to visit at the High School There is one thing about a Latinovers, and baked beans Saturday and to become more intimately ac American country. No matter who is
TeL 106-R
night. Apply to Dan Munro, 105 quainted with the work and activities running it, they are always run the
Limerock SL
110-lt there..
same.—WiU Rogers.
MEN'S WEAR

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

I

Fashion Aces in
New Fall Coats
IT IS NOT TOO LATE

THERE IS YET TIME

If you are going to buy a coat this fall we strongly ad

vise an immediate purchase . . . the manufacturers
are accepting no re-ordeis at present prices.

Sport and

ff)ATQ

,?98

00

NEW HATS
Right from Fifth Avenue
Over 300 now in stock, arrived this week

We have just received our first shipment of the new

GORDON NE-FLEX HOSE

HE harder you are fo please the more

surely

you'll

like these Printzess Cools.

They bring you the newest and most be

As Advertised in Vogue

coming ot collai treatments ond come in
such rich new shades os Tokoy red. Dun

‘‘As free from strain as your own skin”

dee green and Eel

The LASTEX knitted into welt eliminates those gar
ter strains that lead to runs . . . What LASTEX has
done for underwear and corsets it now does for stock
ings ln Oordon NE-FLEX.

The fabrics carry such famous names os

Slroockand Forstmonn They have the fit ol
custom-made garments

From luxurious furs

to linings every inch of these Prmtiess Coats

Special Price

has lasting quality

Pair

$1.50

z

^SENTER CRANE C0MPANYf9S^»Si9»»S^9S^^

Distinctive Stationery

$

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

1

Hats Off
To QUALITY!

Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
paper must be exactly the same.
Printed in black or blue ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
ideal for women’s use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
envelopes to match *1.00. Student's size 5'4x8 4, >50 sheets and 100
envelopes to match, *1.00.
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
7MxlOH and 100 envelopes 37ix7'A plain white bond paper only, *1 50
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
-Write name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Fall Felts

$3.50 and
$5.00
You get full value for every dollar you spend on our

Felt Hats.

These hats are not just “Good-enough,’

they are “Extra Good.”

They are made from choice

first pick of the fur felt, they fit softly and comfort
ably on the head and will keep their shape.

trimming?

Most attractive.

The

All styles, all sizes.

GREGORY’S

IATIIFACTION
Is Assured with
COURIER-GAZETTE
Here are the first shoes for fall. Men
who are fastidious in all the details of
their apparel will welcome the smart
lines and effective details of this foot
wear. In brown and black kid, calf
or Scotch grain leathers.

JOB PRINTING
Our equipment, best ma
terials, great care and at
tention, and the rigid tests
to which all work is sub
jected, makes every job
we do satisfactory. It has
to be.

$4 _ $5 _ $6

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

Call On Us
For Estimates

NEXT TO PERRY’S MARKET

432 MAIN STREET

“A Good Place To Buy Good Shoes”
v<
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ROCKPORT

WALDOBORO

If You Want
Extra-Fast Relief
Demand And Get

GENUINE
BAYER
ASPIRIN
Because of a unique process in
manufacture. Genuine Bayer Aspir
in Tablets are made to disintegrate
—or dissolve—INSTANTLY you
take them. Thus they start to work
inslanll//. Start "taking hold" of
even a severe headache; neuralgia,
neuritis or rheumatic pain a few
minutes after taking.
And'they provide SAFE relief—
for Genuine BAYER ASPIRIN

does not harm the heart. So if you
want QUICK and SAKE relief see
that you get the real Bayer article.
Always look for the Bayer cross on
every tablet as illustrated,
above, and for the words J4RJ
GENUINE BAYER
ASPIRIN on every bottle
or packagc.

GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN DOES NOT HARM THE HEART

Miss Rose Flagg has returned from
Massachusetts where she has been en
joying a vacation.
A telephone has bren installed in
the office of the Holmes Printing Co.
Thoma; E. Stenger has returned to
Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs Walter Sturrock, who
have been guests of Mrs. Nellie Over
look, have returned to Providence.
The local vote Monday registered as
follows: Herbert Clark, 2C4; Norris
Lord, 193; Enoch Rokcrtson, 235;
Cleveland Swett, 223. On Referendum
No. 1. the vote was 166 Yes. 1C8 No;
Referendum No. 2. 176 Yes. 125 No;
Question 1. 152 Yes. 179 No; Question
No. 2, 155 Yes, 152 No.
Ths Lincoln County Choral Society
will give a benefit ooncert in the Bap
tist C.iurch Friday at 8 o'clock. A
silver offering will be taken and di-|
vided among the Waldoboro Public
Library Memorial Hospital and Lin
coln Home for the Aged
Mr. and Mrs. A. P Jackson delight
fully entertained a large delegation 1
from Meenahga Orange at a corn
roast at their homc Wednesday aft
ernoon. Sandwiches, cake and coffee,
were served and games followed
This ls the second Orange party at
which the Jacksons have been host,
the first taking place in August of
last year.
• • • •

Members of the Nitsumsosum Club
and thelr husbands were entertained
at bridge Monday evening at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davla.
Harbor Light Chapter will meet
Tuesday evening, preceded by picnic
supper. Members not solicited are
asked to furnish sweets.
Mrs. Maud Stahl who ha* beer
visiting hcr mother, Mrs. Laura Stet
son, returns today to New York.
The Warren Olivers who have bten
spending the summer at The Birchos
returned Saturday to West Newton,
Mass.
Miss Helen Small returned Mon
day from a visit with hcr sister. Mrs.
Laura Marston ln Bath.
Miss Dorothy Upham is having a i
vacation of one week from her dutfcs J
in Camden and is spending the tlra,e,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
Upham.
Lewis Daucett and Miss Violet
Dubois of Manchester, N H.. who
have been visiting his mother Mr*
C. P. Ingraham for two weeks, are re
turning to thelr homes today.
Earl Achorn returned Monday to
IBERAL cash prizes, plus four national breed futurities for Ayrshire*, Guernseys, Jerseys and
Oorham Normal School where he will
Milking Shorthorns, have resulted In record breaking livestock entries for the 17th annual Eastern
States Exposition at Springfield, Mass., front Sept. 17 to 23 inclusive. There will he classes for dairy resume his studies.
• • • •
and beef cattle, draft horses, sheep, ‘c.. with siwclsllrert nnoltww •»«’

$2. ^.Pa day
GttfuA./a/tu>uATHINK OF ITI Only $230
o day single .... and $4.00
double for this smart centrally
located hoteL

1000 ROOMS
but what rooms they anl
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
private bath, shower, radio, areulating ice water and many other
features you’ll be happy about.

L

51st STREET

AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
SOY MOULTON

Bisbee-Grey

Eaucvtivw Vic-frsi. ond Managing (Nr.
numbered 412. When lie left it, the
NORTH HOPE
Friends will be Interested to learn
WStlC FOI DESCIIPTIVS SOOKLSY
number had risen to '365—149 com-T
—
of the marriage Tuesday evening of
plete Bibles, 161 New Testaments, 355
Jack Frost got in hls handiwork Douglass Bisbee. Jr. and Miss Arlene
pc;tions of the Scriptures. The1 Sunday night in many places but the Orey, which took place at the First
Sunny-Side-Up Club Contest
translation of .he Bible uito other' Willow-Brook gardens escaped—per- Baptist parsonage in Rockland. Rev.'
The local contest of the Sunnytongucs is a work which has pro- j haps now he will keep a proper dts- J. Charles MacDonald officiating.
Side-Up 4-H Club was held in Me
' ceeded slowly for more than JOOOitance for a few weeks longer. It Is They were attended by Mtss Blanche •
1
Z 3
5
b
4
domak Athletic hall with the girls
years. When the British and Foreign hoped so any way The time is short Orey, sister of the bride and Carroll,
showing great improvement since
9"
Bible Society. the American Bible'in which to enjoy the flowers and Orey, a cousin. They left immedi-)
7
8
last year. Under the able leadership
Book sre key# to wisdom's treasureSociety,
and the National Bible' gardens at the longest, a few days atcly for Coopers Beach where thev
Books are sates to lands of pleasure.
of Mrs. Celia Oldis this club has
Society
cf
Scotland came Into exist- extra in the fall ls much apprect- will Join Mr and Mrs. Cecil Rhodes
Books
are
paths
that
upward
lead
11
IO
II
Books are friends. Come let us read
mad? an excellent record and will
ence rather more than a century ago.1 ated
—Entitle Poulsaon
who are also spending their honey-'
finish 190r: this year. The members
portions of the Scriptures had been
Mr. and Mrs. L. A Tiffany and moon there. Mrs. Bisbee is the ]
17
15
lb
If
j receiving honors In thelr respective
Irina Skariatlna, author of “Atranslated
________ ____
into 72_________
tongues. Today' Mrs Lizzie Wadsworth of Camden daughter of Mr. and Mrs Maynard
projects were: Ann Ellis and Helen Wcrld Can End", is the first Russian' the C03)ijin€;i energies of these and I were recent callers at Willow-Brook
vccc
Orey of Rockland and Mr. Bisbee Ls
2.0
11
16
19
Oldis, seniors, in room improvemen arlstocrat allowed to revisit Soviet cth{r organiZations havc resulted tn also J. D. Pease, our neighbor ln
w
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Douglass
first honors; Alfreda Ellis. Juniors, Ru-tia She tells what she saw and the panting of some part of the ’ Hope. It ls gratifying to see the
W
Bisbee of this town He is now in thc
15
13
n
first honor. Cooking and housekeep heard and learned, in "First To Oo Btbje ln over
(orms of speech.
} growing Interest in flower gardens. employ of T. Charlton Henry at j
ing. Arlene Anderson. Shirley Burns. Back' for fall publication by Bobbs• • • •
‘ and especially pleasing to meet a Beauchamp Point. They will make
rz Zb
27
16
Betty Stahl, Betheo Harkins. Barbara Merrill.
An unusuaiiy lovely book to be man who ls interested in flowers. their home for the winter with the
Lovejoy. Evelyn Lovejoy, seniors,
Mr Pease has made a flne garden parents of the groom. A host ot
ii
30 31
33
Sh 35
, ,,
.,.
__ found ln our own Public Library is
Other fall publications of Bobbsfirst; Barbara Benner, Barbara
"Mediterranean Picture Lands" by for Mrs Pease this year. With the friends of both parties extend con-1
sw
Pitcher, Millicent Burnes. Beverly Mcrrill will be Murder Day by Day, Etr.eiene Abbey Dunn, with exquisite help of the man of the house one's gratulations and best wishes for
36
3b
37
Richards, second; Helen Oldis. Ann by Irvin Cobb—the flrst mystery
Irom
water-color home can truly blossom out and be- long and happy wedded life.
w
W
Ellis. Margaret Dickson, third; Al which Mr Cobb has written. The Ihustfatlcns
4o
ketches by the author. The manu- comp ot vastly more interest to all
Hl
MS
HI
freda Ellis. Juniors, flrst; Marie setting ls Long Island. Oil for the script of this book was among Miss the family, and to everyone who
SPRUCE HEAD
Fitch,
second; Rhoda Hilton. Olive Lamps of China, by Alice Tisdale Dunn's effects at the Ume of her i views the flowers, and the whole
1
47
Mr and Mrs H F. York and sons j
Sto
HH
H5
Piper, and Geraldine Simmons, third Hcbart, is a brilliant novel of Ameri- death in 1929. and it was published ' community be influenced thereby,
Philip and Paul motored Sunday to j
Canning. Helen Oldis. seniors, flrst cans ln China, showing for the first
Other
callers
at
Willow-Brook
last
Brooklin.
Bluehill and Ellsworth and
as
a
memorial
edition,
using
as
ill'tsM8
H9
',',evuiiOt'oU*
honors. Sewing. Helen Oldis. Betty time thc workings of a great Ameritrations reproductions of sketches weekend were Mr and Mrs. Charles called on friends and relatives.
Stahl, seniors, first; Beulah
j™
ol
Butler of Belfast- Mrs. Martha
Mrs. E. V. Shea and Mrs. Ray- !
50
1
third; Rhoda Hilton, Juniors, second; what China can do to Americans uho
i Butler. Appleton. Mr. and Mrs. L. F. mond Rackliff were entertained
Marjorie Colwell. Lois Hilton. Phyf- live there too long.
* *
Z.
, •
A scatch was made to find the old Reade. Mt. Desert. Mtss Orace Went Tuesday afternoon and evening by
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
lis Vannah. third. The awards were
HORIZONTAL
. 100
A rare first edition of Mark Twain's hymn from which the title of Rose worth. Belfast. Miss Clara Bartlett Mrs, Ida Prescott at her home in
15-A medieval trading
41-Crowdt
1-Protectlon
presented by Mi's Ruth Clark, coun
vessel
"Tom Sawyer'' was recently dis- Wilder Lane's novel "Let the Hurri- and Karl Wentworth. Searsmont. Mtss Thomast.m.
43- Department (abbr.)
7- Extend over
[ ty agent.
•
17-To make a false
44- Valuable breed of
Philip York te spending a 15-day
8- A shoal
covcred by Theodore Levy in- San cane Roar" was taken. At last tt was May Quinn, Miss Kathleen Brown.
A very pleasing program was pre. .
,
step
I
English cattle
10- lncline
Camden, Mr and Mrs R. L, Coose, furlough with his parents. Mr. York
sented opening with the club pledge Francisco, when he unpacked a dust- found, verses and^ail. ln^Deadwood.
19-Fog-horn
46-Thoae who ice
11- More ancient
Searsmont. W C. Tiffany and Mr. te stationed at Nantucket coast guard
21-Same as Saar
46-A prima donna
13- A pastry
flag salute and singing of "America." I covered box in the attic of hls home. South Dakota—lodged where Caro- Mutch of Camden. Mrs. Ivle Bennett
23- A title of respect
station.
43-Crippled
• • • •
.
' llne and Charles. Mrs. Lane's purely
. O< 'Vt
14- Scara
Club stories were told by Barbara
(Sp.)
50-Thoae who change
16-Male sheep
„
., _
,
i Phyllis Bentley, author of "Carr” imaginary characters, might have and two children Visitors to the
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Drinkwater
25-Joined
solids to liquids
18-Creek god of war
Benner. Betty Sta
ver j.
- gnd „Inherltance- has been busily ;farned it in trfe '70s
! gardens are always welcome.
have moved Into the Eben Elwell
27-Forever
20- To steep, as flax
ards. Ei-tiara Lovejoy and Shirley cngaged
her new novel M vhat, lt
____________
house recently bought, by Miss Kath30- Want
VERTICAL
21- Long scarf worn by
Burnes: Rhoda Hilton and Helen
for pubHcation ln'
31- Surmounted, as a
1 erine Aagersen.
Hindu women
OUR
JUNIOR
PUZZLE
W'HITE
HEAD
Oldis gave readings; Barbara Pitcher. January Miss Bentley says she can
difficulty
1- Mineral spring
22- Lukewarm
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper has closed
32- Epoch
Marie Fitch. Bat bara Benner. Mllll- not work out of doors—"I find the
2- Part of the arm
24-Women
her
cottage for the winter and re
24An
English
major
In
Miss
Eleanor
Beal
of
Whitehead
|
3Penetrate
26-Fiah eggs
cent Burnes. Betty Stahl and Helen bircU
thp flQwers an(J the
American
turned to Canton. Mass.
4- Went with a steady
28- The (Ger.)
Light is teaching school at Spruce
Oldis
sang
and
Ar'.ene
Anderson
did
breeze
loQ
distracting
!
Revolution
jogging pace
29- An understanding ,
Mrs. Milledge Randall has returned
a tap dance. The 4-H Club play was can't write looking out of the window Head and boarding with Mrs Alice
5-Snake-like fish (pl.) 35-A letter (pl.)
(Fr.)
to
White Head after visiting for two
Simmons
38-Man's
name
6- Crimaon
33-An extended area
presented by Millicent Burnes. Helen cither, for the same reason; so I Just
weeks with her mother Mrs. Stan
41- A small bay
7-Slumber
of land
Mrs A. H. Calder and children who
Oldis, Olive Piper. Ethelyn White- have to sit at a desk looking at blank
42- Blemiah
9-Wild
36- Check
ley Simmons.
, house. Lois Hilton. Arlene Anderson. wail (broken only by picture of an old : have be€n at H w An(trews since
45-Spirit
10-Father
37- Before
James Snow of the Kickapoo sta
Shirley
Burr.es
.
Annie
Ellis
and
Bar

47-Printer'a
measure
12- Scarce
39- Eneaa (Fr.)
pack-horse road climbing a West Rid- Jun(’' »•* ntw ln Newburyport. Mass .
tioned
at Baltimore. Md.. te in the
40- Boy's name (short) 13- Shape
I
(Pl)
bara Pitcher.
ing Hili' and write away.” Miss Bent- *'bere they will reside
Baltimore Marine Hospital and will
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
ley
be pleased to hear from hts friends
ORFF'S
CORNER
America after Christmas, appearing Light are in Jonesport on their anMrs. Callie Morrill spent Tuesday
VINALHAVEN
eidio|m|
under the management of William B nual vacation.
HAVE YOUR
afternoon at her home here.
Albion Beverage of North Haven,
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Eugley spent Feaklns. Inc
' Mrs. Mabel Beal who has been a
Leslie Thompson and Chester
FRAMING DONE AT
a student of Bangor Theological the weekend in Boston
’ ’ * *
1 guest at Frank Alley's at the Light,
Wall went on a fishing trip Monday.
And here ls a tip—If you have not| hgs rcturned t0 her home in JonesMrs. Elmer Smith of Medfield.
School, gave a fine sermon at Union
The engine ln thelr boat broke down
Mass., visited her sister Mrs. Addle read "Inheritance." make it possible ; porl
J Church Sunday.
and they were towed in to Oreen
to do so without fail. It is well
,
Mrs. H. A. Townsend and niece Achorn over the weekend.
, ,
. .
Mrs Martha Elwell Alley of Beals
Island by one of the island fisher
worth
every
minute
spent
ln
thc
.
,
j
Mr. and Mrs. Allan M. Conary of
(Thelma Bright arrived Monday from
, ,,
was a guest of her nephew Clyde
men, but owing to the very heavy
. ,
Tenant's Harbor were guests Sunday reading of lt. , , , .
Boston with several friends.
j Grant several days last week.
seas could not take them home
Mrs. H. W Flfleld returned Mon- of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
The families of the men became
Often is heard an inquiry regarding, E M Mills, officer In charge of the
Mr.- Nellie Borneman has returned
406 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
j day from a trip to the White Mounalarmed and White Head coast
the ages of the Barrymores. Lionel j Coast Ouard, was in Bar Harbor on
' tains. She has as guests Mr. and to Warren after two weeks' visM was born in 1878. and has only re-1 business Priday
guard was notified and the gallant
Over Urie Hardware Co. Tel. 254
with Mrs. Amber Childs.
[ Mrs Frank Oross of Portland.
crew went to thelr rescue.
Mr. Farrow, civil engineer of RockHenry Meyer of Dorchester, Mass., cently come to his greatest popuMrs. Jaseph Black, son Kenneth '
, spent the weekend with Mrs Meyer larity. Ethel was born in 1879, and ! land, g. V. Shea of Spruce Head and
No. 13734
I Black and Mr. and Mrs. George
became a star at the age of 21, in' h. F Moore, keeper of Rockland
at Mrs. Addie Achom's.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
"Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines '| Breakwater Light, were at H. W. AnStrachan
and
children
visited
North
Office of Comptroller of the Currency
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Earle of
Washington. D C.. July 19. 1933 ! Haven Sunday.
IN NEW YORK CITY
John was bom !h 1882, and there is ( drews’ Sunday.
»
Auburn werc visitors Friday at Percy
WHEREAS, hy satisfactory evidence
a notion that hls high-water mark | Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley and chil
presented to the undersigned lt has been
At both ball games played at the j Ludwig's.
ReiMMble
Rates • Prepossessing Locations
made to appear that
Sunday, VinalMrs Emerson Murphy and son Is vet to be reached.
dren have returned from a visit at
•‘THE FIRST national bank of j School street grounds sunaay,
vinaiMrs.
sinoii Li 5©
$0 50 oowm
ROCKLAND"
haven was t.he winner. The score: phll
jp Miss jennle Wiley, Miss Adele
Jonesport.
,
IT HAS FEATHERS
illip.
BlrwtlMSfl.J. e,rni
■■■
A book by Bess Streamer Aldrich te
’n
R?C?.L^ND, u.ruw Vinalhaven Old Timers 7 Perry's Hawkins and Maynard Wiley of TenMrs. S F. Flood and daughter
NOTH YORK - 7lh Av«. snd 34th St — 1 minute Penn. Stetion
County of KNOX and State of MAINE
’’Wheel See it fly!” cries Ned.
always an event. On the 25th of this
haa compiled with all the provisions of Market of Rockland 2; and Vinal- [ an(. Harbor were callers Friday at
NOTH MANS-Broadway snd 31st St—8 minutes Penn. Station
And
away
he
chases
after
some

Christine
are
visiting
her
grand

month
comes
out
"Mtes
Bishop,"
the
the Statutes of the United States, re-1 . „__... ___ _______ „
n
(
NOTH 8NOICOTT-Columbus Ave. snd list St—Opposite Perk
qulred to be complied with before an haven vs. Thomaston 16 to 0, Sun- Albert. Elwell's.
story of a universal character—the mother ln Jonesport for several weeks. thing. "It has feathers but it
NOTH MARTHA WAIHINOTON for Women - 89 Eest 89th St
association ahall be authorized to com- dav night
nm„iau
The coast guard crew was called isn’t a bird!” he says. What do
mence the business of Yanking:
> 1Rnl
Mr ftnd Mrs- Charles Douglass teacher whom wc all have known—
now Therefore I. J. >. T O’CONNOR.
Mrs. Stephen Gould who has been have' returned to Lowell. Mass , after unmarried usually, existing with dif out Monday night to look for Chester you think it is? If you want
IN CHICAOO
IN BOSTON
jo see it, take a pencil and join
Comptrollevof the Currency, do hereby
...
,
..
Hotel Plaza, No. Av». A No. Clark SI. J1.5A up
Hotel Manser, No. Station. (2 50 up.
certify that
.with her parents Mr. and Mrs. a vtelt of two weeks with Mr. and ficulty on a meagre salary as one Wall and Leslie Thompson of Spruce all the numbered dots- together,
the first national BANK of
Porter Lawry during the summer Mrs. Vellis Weaver.
could note from the simple neatness of Head who started out fishing ln a starting with dot number one and
ROCKLAND”
months,
returned Wednesday to heMrs. Bessie Benner and son Hugh hcr dress, patient, kindly, and. in the small motor boat. The crew found ending with dot number twentyIn the CITY of ROCKLAND In the
County of KNOX and State of MAINE Is home in Washington. D. C.
of Rockland have been gucsts for a elementals and homely problems of the men on Oreen Island, whither Sve.
authorized to commence the business
they had managed to land, after
Members
of
Union
Church
Circle.
few daJ’s
Mrs. Addie Achorn s.
of Banking es provided in 8ectlon Fifty
life. wise.
ASK YOUR DRVGOIST FOR
one hundred and sixty nine of the Re
$ • • w
breaking a clutch on the engine at
held
a
picnic
last
Thursday
at
Rab

NU-VI-TA HERB * IRON TONIC
vised Statutes of the United 8tates.
I.
It
cleanses
the system.
There
will
also
be
publislied
in
In Testimony Whereof, witness bit Lodge. Dinner committee: Mrs.I
2 p. m.
2 It purifies the blood.
I Seal | my hand and 8eal of Ofllce this
September
by
Appleton
a
distin

E.
C.
Macintosh.
Mrs.
Austin
Calder|
3.
It
Improves
the appetite.
NINETEENTH day of July. 1933.
4. It aids Digestion.
J F T. O’Connor.
guished new novel by Susan Ertz I
wood.
Mrs.
Max
Conway.
Mrs.
Her

NORTH
WARREN
5.
It
tones
up
the
system.
Comptroller of the Currency.
entitled Thc Proselyte. Tlie story
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to
88-114 bert Patrick. Mrs. Joseph Patrick.
correct Constipation.
tells of how a young English woman,
Mrs Victor Shields, Mrs. Charles
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET,
Mabil Crawford recently visited 7. It is guaranteed safe and reliable.
Freedman Medicine Co., Stonington. Me
won to thc faith of the Mormons,
1 Chilles.
Laura Daniels and Ida Fuller of Bos
A1-T-94
marries a follower of Joseph Smith
ton ln East Union.
The ChrLstian Endeavor, mens'
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
and sets forth courageously for Utah
The heavy frosts of Sunday and
i class, pastor and choir of Union j
STEAMBOAT CO.
and Salt Lake City. It te a story
Monday night made sad havoc in thc
Located on Beacon
Church, held a service Monday
SUMMER ARRANOEMENT
of eloquent beauty and of intensely
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER IS
HUI next to the
gardens.
4 / MoDERArE ost night at the Town Farm.
Eastern
Stsikiard
Time
dramatic interest.
State House
DAILY.
8UNDAYS
EXCEPTED
Fred
Lennox
who
te
employed
on
« « • *
Since 1840 thts firm has faithfully
Commander Donald MacMillan j Words cannot
Vinalhaven Line
served the families of Knox County world renowned explorer, will lec-1 express how
Rcv Robert Kilgour of the British the Steamer Camden came home
8tramer leaves Rockland dally except
Sunday at 6 00 A. M. and *2 00 P. M ,
(LADY ATTENDANT
and Foreign Bible Society nas left a Tuesday morning.
' ture in
Memorial hall Saturday deliciously dif
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A. M. and j
Day Telephone 450-781-1
The North Warren Sunday school 3 20 P M Returning ateamer leavea
record such as belongs to few men.
night, operating a set of moving ferent it is . •,
Vinalhaven at 8,30 A. M and 4.30 P. M. !
a record which tells of the giving of has been discontinued until next Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A. M. and
i pictures illustrating his travels. you've got to
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
BURPEE’S
3.50 P M
summer.'
the
Scriptures
in
their
own
tongue
ROCKLAND, me.
Those who attended his lecture of
and shopping centers
Stonington ano Swan's Island Line
Misses Freda and Virginia Moody 8teamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
to countless men and women all over
a few weeks ago pronounced it most better
Sunday at 6 00 A. M . Stonington
the world. When in 1909 Dr. Kilgjur have returned to their home in Fair cept
- interesting and educational. This
6 55. North HBven 7.50; due to arrive at
Rockland about 9 00 A. M. Returnng.
first came to the Bible House as the field.
Whr zuffer torturez from Rheuma i one promises to excel, and no one
leaves Rockland *2,00 P. M. North Haven
tism, Sciatica Neuritis. Muscular
Marion Smith and family of 3.00.
superintendent of the editorial ard
Stonington 4.00; due to arrive at
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when 1 should miss the opportunity. The
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up; with bath, $3.00 up
Swan's
Island about 5 00 P. M
METHYL BAl.M
translation staff, the languages' into Connecticut who have been visiting
1 lecture, is for the benefit of Union
•On arrival ot afternoon train from
wlU brlnz almost Instant rellefT
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
relatives
in
Warren
and
Union
re

which the Bible Society had transBoston.
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
Church and given under the auspices
B. H. STINSON
n park st.,
.R.OC^45£
lated
some
portion
of
the
Scriptures
turned
home
this
week.
T3-tt
General Agent.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price 1 of the truslm
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GREGORY’S
Picture and Framing
Shop

a?

-v

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

COMPLETE,,
FUNERALj
C

o

CAIN’S

MAYONNAISE

50 cents

18-Th-tf

New Lower Rates

Every-Other-Day
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were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Lawry and Miss Eda Lawry Priday at
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw and a clambake at Forest Lake.
' daughter Elizabeth were supper Mr. and Mrs. Redlngton Pitcher of
Thousand! a( Children Suiter
guests of Mr. and Mrs Wardell Mc- 8omerv|l'e. Mas6., are guests ot Mr
(ram Worms, and Their Mothers
and Mrs. Albion Wotton.
da net know what the trouble ia.
Farland last week Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs Ellis H. Lawry, Miss
Signs of Worms
are:_______
Constipa_________
__
Mrs. Clayton Oliver son Llewellyn
tlon, deranged Stomach, swolfen and lltUc grandson Leonard Stetson, E<^a Lawry, Capt. and Mrs. Melvin
Upper lip, offensive breath, hard motored to Waldoboro Thursday to Lawry and Mrs. Aletha Simmons were
and full Stomach with pains, pale i visit Mr and Mrs. Colby Wallace.
recent guests of Mr. and Mr.s, W. A.
face, eyes heavy, short dry
The Methodist Ladles Aid met for Morse at thelr Warren farm,
cough, grinding of the teeth, etc. an all-day session with Mrs. Gertrude i
Mra, E.
Stephan 31 Ken- o!lver Wednesday of last week. There
PORT CLYDE
harmq Road, Dorchester Mass
werc 25 seatecl at the bountiful dinner Schools opened here Sept. 11, with
wrote:—“Mv little girl’s free- fcrved by the hostess. In the after- the fame staR °f teachers,
dom from children’s diseases, noon business of importance wasMr. and Mrs. William Hatton and
Colds, constipation, etc., I attrib- j brought before the meeting and voted two daughters of Los Angeles, Calif.,
Ute In * large measure to the upon, and much work was accom- are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
Brown
use of Dr. True’s Elixir.”
j plished by the ladies.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Romkey of
Mrs. Gertrude Simmons Is ln Rock
land to care for Mrs. Rose Morton Tenant’s Harbor visited Mr. and
Mr:. Walter Simmons Sunday.
who Is 111.
Laxative Worm Expeller
Mr. and Mrs. Harry 8mlth of
Mrs. Carrie Morse of Damariscotta
A pure herb medicine, not a harsh stimu is visiting her daughter Mrs. Wardell Rockland were recent visitors at Mr.
lator: natural relief from constipation.
and Mrs. Albert Simmons'.
McFarland
Successfully Used for 81 Tears
Crosby Ames of Matinicus who
Mrs. MaryStanlcy and Miss Georgia
J Winchenpaw were recently supper spent the week with Mr. and Mr.s.
Horace Benner has , relurned home
I guests of Mrs. Oertrude Oliver.
Mrs. Mary Simmons ls caring for
Mtss Dorothy Lowell Is attending
EAST SEARSMONT
Mrs. Rosie Burns of Waldoboro who j the Cer.tury of Progress Exposition
is 111.
| in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Ihander were
Orris Cook who has been confined , The Advent Sunday school held Its
in West Rockport Sunday, guests of
! to hts bed by Illness is now much lm-, annual picnic on Hupper's Island,
T. Monden.
proved.
| Sept. 7. with a large number ln atMr. and Mrs. J. I. Porter and Mrs.
Miss Rachel Stetson who has been, tendance,
Nellie Collins of Salem. Mass.. Mrs. with her grandmother Mrs. Clayton j Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Quinn of NewClara Stinson of Swan Lake avenue
Oliver for the past six weeks Is now ton Centre, Mass., were recent guests
and Miss C. Frances Welch of Bel staying with her aunt Miss Helen at p h Towle’s,
fast were recent guests of k thelr stetson |n Thomaston and will attend '
Mrs. Sherman Benner left Tuescousin Clara Gelo.
school there.
' day for a lhre« weeks' visit with her
anT^Ja^eur of Franklin Mass
&nd
U<‘Wellyn O1'Ver and datfthtrt.- Mrs. William Merrill in
and chauffeurof Franklin. Mass., Albert 011ver o( Norlh Waldoboro. Wollaston
shp accomDanied
were In this section last Thursday Mr and Mrs charles surveys and WolIaston' Mass
She aocomPanied
.
,.
..
, Mr ana Mrs Charles Burgess and hpr Mn LeWiswho has t^ spending
and calling on old ne.ghbors and famlly> Mr and
Mank and

Page Five

FRIENDSHIP

If Mothers Only Knew

IT'S SO PLEASANT STAYING AT
. THE BENTONS'! EVEN THE BED
’LINENS ARE WHITER AND

How One Woman
Lost 20 Lbs. of Fat

HAVE RUNNING WATER
ON TAP - ALWAYS
AT NEW LOW PRICES

NORTH WASHINGTON

It will be to your interest to become Interested In our No 9"W AT
Self Oiling

The flrst frost of thc season struck
this place Sunday night, and hit
hard, too. thermometer 34 degrees
above Monday morning.
Bert E. Cunningham of Searsmont
and Augusta called on hls brother
F. W. Cunningham last week Tues
day.
Norman Leighor and mother Mrs.
John Leighor of Mansfield, Conn., are
spending a two weeks’ vacation at the
home of W. L. Leighor.
Cunningham the printer, reports
business at his shop as very much im
proved within the last two weeks.
Donald Cunningham, hls parents,
brother and W. A. Palmer, were in
Bangor Sunday. They also visited
Carmel Park, which ls a very inter
esting place, and the Bangor airport.

HOME WATER SYSTEM
of 340 gallons capacity per hour. Complete automatic control—self
starting—self stopping—self oiling.
Be sure to write for complete free folder—Illustrated. It gives you
details concerning a completf water system that saves you steps
and money. REMEM3ER we bre headquarters for

EVERYTHING IN HARVESTING SUPPLIES
r.

Write for complete 172 page free catalog
FARM, DAIRY

and

EElmdall

5033

POULTRY tUPPUft* ~ StCpTT

& Whitney

GOOD M0RN1N6!
? SLEEP WELL9

FRESHER THAN ANYONE

OH THAT'S BECAUSE MY
LAUNDRESS USES RINSO. <
RINSO GETS CLOTHES
4 OR S SHADES WHITER

FINE'.-AND MRS. BENTON,
I MUST ASK YOU A
PERSONAL QUESTION

7

Dr.ThiesElixir

«
„ „
„
r, v
, °W>rge °“Ver °f Unlon were reC'‘nt Point coast, guard station.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Clark spent; guests Of Mr and Mrs. Clayton
the weekend in Canada, thelr two , Oliver.
.
.. „ ,
, _ „ . , ..
....
. .
_
daughter Helen of Roslindale. Mass,
children being cared for during their
Mrs. Florence Wallace and son . ’
,
.
u .. r,,
....
.
.
have been guests of F. H. Towle,
absence by Mrs. Clarks parents. Mr Milton have been visiting her daughMr and Mrs. Allie McDowell and
and Mrs Austin Buzzell
1 ter Mrs. Stella Lawry. ln South
daughter
Caroline of Dedham,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Nutter are re- J Waldoboro.
Mass. and Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
ceiving congratulations on the birth
Miss Elizabeth Winchenpaw went
Maxwell and son Bradford of Wind
of twin sons, who have been narped to. Farmington Monday to attend
ham. have returned home after
Robert Hiram and Richard Henry.
Normal School. She was accom
Mrs. Abbie Marriner celebrated her panied by her mother Mrs. Ray spending two weeks at the Mont
Wth birt.hday Sept. 13. She ls re Winchenpaw and Miss Eda Lawry gomery cottage.
Phyllis, Pauline and Doris Falker
markably smart for one of her years, both returning home the same day
Llewellyn Oliver Is teaching the of Friendship recently visited thetr
carries a cane but uses tt very Uttle.
aunt Mrs. Ernest Maloney.
and can read good print, She lives j Broad Cove School, at Cushing,
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Orchard and
with her son Leslie Marriner and j Clyde Brown was a Rockland vlfi
Mr.and
Mrs. Lawrence of Cambridge,
seems to enjoy life, and delights,to tor Sunday
have old neighbors and friends call
Clayton Oliver accompanied by hls Mass have been guests of Frank H.
on her. She has lived In the same granddaughter Rachel 8tetson came Towle.
house ever since hcr marriage many Trom Thomaston Saturday to spend | Mrs. Weston Thompson and chilvears ago.
tbe weekend with hls family.
! dren Pauline. Muriel and Mary have
____________
Schools opened Monday Sept 11.
gone to Portland Breakwater Light
BREMEN
I Mr and Mrs Wlllls Rauskolb and j where Mr. Thompson is stationed for
____
daughter of Nashua. N. H„ are awhile.
Mrs. W. H. Hull who recently re-!spending a vacation at Tire Spruces.
Mrs. Charles Browne and children
turned from the hospital, had the
John L. Stevens recently suffered I returned to PorUand Sunday after
misfortune to fall and break her an injury to hls knee which bas con- spending the summer with Mr. and
arm.
j fined him to the house for a few days. Mrs. Ulysses Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews of , Miss Mary Oay has resumed her
Mrs. Clara F. Clark spent the past
j week ln Warren.
Rockport were calling on friends studies at Rockland High School.
Mrs. Clement Rinehart and chllMrs. Ralph Simmons has returned
here Sunday.
Potatoes are rotting quite badly dren Jonathan and Christy returned from a visit in Attleboro, Mass.
and those who cut. their acreage are Sunday to New York city after spend-, Mrs Frank Moorlan and son
Henry of Matinicus who were visiting
now lamenting the taking of expert Ing the summer at Davis Point.
Miss Lucille Mank of Rockland, her daughter Mrs. Horace Benner
advice.
visited her grandparents. Mr. and the post week returned to Matinicus
Mrs. Albion Wotton a few days last Tuesday of last week.
weekThe summer people are beginning
Mrs. Myrna Simmons has returned to return to their homes. The Gunn
from % visit with relatives In Dedham, family have returned to New York
Mass
after spending the summer at their
Lost Her Prominent Hips—
Mrs. Albion Wotton and sister Mrs cottage, and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Double Chin—Slugghliness Carrlp
attcnded
fun ere!
Hoedtke and son Julian to Melrose,
of their cousin, Capt. Millard F Mass
Gained A Shapely Figure
Wade at Waldoboro last week Wed
Miss Edith Glllmor of South Hiram
nesday.
and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore McLain
If you ore fat how would you like to
Mrs. Carrie Morse of Damariscotta of
recently vlslted Mr
lose It and at the same time gain In
Tpp,
physical charm and acquire a clean, ls visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wardell Mc- and Mrs
clear skin and eyes that sparkle with Farland.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Benner and
buoyant health.
Rev. and Mrs Philip L. Frick and
son Ronald. Mrs. Frank Moorlan and
Why not do what thousands of women
Hugh McKeon and daughter j
have done to get rid of pounds of un- Mrs.
.
.
. . „ .
, J „ „ 1son Henry. Mrs. Crosby Ames and
returned to Schenectady, N. Y„
- . _ ,
. .
_
wsnted fat? Take one half teaspoon of have
„
.
,
f
... Mro. John Eaton and daughter EarKruschen Salts ln a glass of hot water after spending several weeks with . „
, _
....
j lene of Everett, Mass, motored to
every morning before breakfast and keep ] Mrs. n.-Z..,
Rishell.
lt up for 30 days. You can help the
..
«•>
.»>
u
1 Massachusetts
Miss
Elizabeth
Winchenpaw
en. , ...
..to spend the weekend
action of Kruschen by cutting down on
, _
. .
„
, _ . , and holiday, Mrs. John Eaton and
..
pastry and fatty meat and going lfght tered Farmington Normal School .
Mon.
j daughhir returning to thelr home
on potatoes, butter and cream. Then
in Everett, Mass.
weigh yourself and see how many
Harry L. Bossa has been drawn on
pounds you have lost.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Fields and
the
grand
Jury
and
Chester
Havener
Kruschen
are a health,
blend of
rnoat
helpfulSalts
to body
‘™crse Jury for November term JXnHy'viS Mrs*! e^MarchMl'
all. a bottle of Kruschen 8alts that Will of court.
_ 5
' ^®wls Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Pitcher of
F S Seavey has bought a new bus
lost you 4 weeks costs but a trine. Ask
any druggist for a bottle and start to Hollywood, Calif., Mr. and Mrs. Fred j to 60 ussd on the Port c'yd« and
lose fat today. It'a the safe way to re
Pitcher of Damariscotta and Mr. and' H^'and route.
duce but be sure you get Kruschcfi—
Mis Wilbur A. Morse of Friendship
Mrs Helen Pinkham and son Lewis
your health comes first.
m ] of Att'eboro, Mass., are guests ot
______________________________ _ ’ Mrs. Lewis Marshall.
Forest Davis and sister, Mrs Jen
nie Hupper celebrated their birthI day anniversaries Sept. 8 at the
home of Mr. Davis entertaining rela
tives and friends, and it was a very
happy occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Merrill of
Norton. Mass., and Miss Lena Har
ris and Leo Hooper of Martinsville
were callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
Pure fresh running water at any hour day or night, when and where
Walter Simmons.
you want it.

cWHAl IS THE SECRET]
Of YOUR SNOWY
LINENS? THEY'RE
THE WHITEST I'VE
"1 EVER SEEN

('USE RINSO FOI?,

( TUR WASHING—

tZ

IT SAVES <

^scrubbing)
7 /"rinso's great fOR dishes'

«\

**f

SAVES THE HANOS P

—

Mtweight. puffed-up soaps The m

“

R.,„",X'“’”h“"U!
A WOOUCT OF UVn

„on„„ CO.

The biggest-selling packaap

Now is the time for everyone to stand behind the President

,
“ ‘

7

7 '

• a
soap in America

'We do our part"

111 r< II ELM DISEASE
from one-quarter to one inch tn
They are the owners of camp WarHOPE
diameter, and from five to ten Inches
nar-gee-sha, and several families cf
Mrs. Ethel Moody and Miss Ruth New York havc spent the summer
Mkss Kalherme True left this week
Cvcr 200 clms ,lavc lx'cn ,ou,ul In length, rhouid be sent to the Plant
Moody were visitors last Thursday hcre.
j ,or Oorham t0 continue hcr school affected by the Dutch elm disease ln Pathology Department, Agricultural
afternoon with Mrs. Elden Maddocks C. C. Plneo has returned to his work. Miss Wilma True has resumed New Jersey This ls a dkstlnct threat Experiment Station, Orono, Maine,
in BurkettvlUe.
business in Canada after a few weeks' her studies at the Perkins Institute to these noble and graceful trees 8Pecimens should be taken from a
Miss Chrystal L. Stanley has rc- stay at the Pines cottage, with hk I jn Watertown, Mass,
which contribute so much to the1 part of the tree that has recent'y
turned from a visit of two weeks with family. Mrs Plneo and son Junior ]
wilted or died, and sent securely
few
davs
beauty of Maine. If the disease Is
H. B. Coose was guest a
wrapped in paraffined or waxed pa
Miss Winnifred Keating ln Reading, wlll remain at the cottage another
last week of relatives and friends In present in New England It should be per with a letter giving the location
; week.
Mass.
stamped out immediately. The chief
L. N. Moody and family are enjoyRecent guests of Mr. and Mrs. John | Massachusetts.
1 fleets of the disease are sudden wilt of thc tree and name of sender.
Ing a new Chevrolet car bought from Crie were Mrs. Crie's parents Mr. and j A neighborhood picnic called many ing of the leaves, bending of the tips
A. J. Dutch of Belfast
Mrs. Charles Cooley and Mr. and Mrs of the Corner folk to Martinsville of the twigs, brownish discoloration
Hattie E. Hatch who has spent the Arthur Cooley, and daughters Vir- last Sunday,
in the sapwood. and flnai death of the
past two months at Stanley's has re- glnla and Loraine, and a nephew Ar- I Mtss Mary Bills has resumed her tree. If the disease ls found, or even
turned to her home in Abington thur Risley, all of Manchester. Conn, duties as teacher in Castine Normal i (.inspected, twigs and small branches
Mass.
There was quite a frost Sunday School after a vacation passed at hcr___ —s
Mr.s. Elizabeth Stanley motored night, making havoc on the cucumber home here.
Tuesday of last week to Reading vines and squashes
Schools began last week, with Miss
Mass., and returned Thursday. While
Mrs. W. B. Bowley and son Done- Alice Morton teaching the Comer
there she was the guest of Mr. and van spent Labor Day in Rockland, I and Mr Adams the Payson, as last
Mrs. Raymond Keating and family. guests of Mrs. Winfred Clinton.
'year.
Misses Ruth and Oladys Sprague Quantabacook Uxlge. F & A M .I Mr and „rs R g Wpavpr and Mr
have returned to Jamaica Plain was especially honored at its meet-, and Mrg
K Wpavpr of Waltham
Mass , after a visit of two weeks a' ing. Sept 2. by a visit from the mastjMa£S wpre gueste for thp day al lhp
L. N. Moody's.
I worshipful grand master of the L. A. Weaver home last week.
Mr and Mrs Francis Sprague and [Grand Lodge of Maine. Ernest C.
Mrs Addie Bills left Saturday for
daughter Doris and Henry Sauer of Butler of Skowhegan. District deputy !...
.
j
.
_ ,
J Waltham, Mass., where she will visit
Massachusetts recently spent two grand master. E. L. CUley of Brooks, 1.
...
_
, present.
. „
.. ..
_ | her
was also
Besides
these offi. daughter Mrs. Grace Lincoln and
days tn town.
1
1 family.
Frank L. Meservey has been 111, cen of the Grand Lodge, there were
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. WiU Fish
results of a bad cold.
] ln attendance visiting members from
FOR LONGEST LASTING STREETS • FOR LOWEST
Arthur Dally and Perley Feeley are Liberty. Brooks, Unity, China, Bel- of 8outh Hope werc saddened at news
MAINTENANCE
• FOR IMPROVED PROPERTY VALUE
boarding at Austin Towle's and at-1 fast. Lincolnville, Deer Isle, and of Mr Fish's death which occurred
FOR INFORMATION WRITE THE CEMENT SERVICE MAN. CARE OF:
'ending A. H. S.
Skowhegan; Ayer. Clinton and Som last Saturday.' Both Mr. and Mrs t
The Willing Workers have resumed erville. Mass; Long Beach. Long Fish were residents of Hope and the
Portland Cement Association
their meetings after the summer va Island, and Pelham. N. Y. Follow families well known and respected
347 Madison Avenue, New Yortc City, N. Y.
U »0MMl
cation. They sold two nice comfort- ing the meeting supper was served in here.
ers to Mrs. Lena Sprague of Massa- thc dining hall by the H. H Club of
chusetts.
1 Rosewood Chapter. O. E S., and a
Ellen Maddocks of Burkcttville is good sum was realized for the treas
staying with Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo ury of the club.
Meservey and attending A. H. S.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Hansen, Mrs.
LIBERTY
George Ryder of Camden, Mrs. Jen
nie Conant and son of Warren,
C. H. Wellington is working for the
Cecelia Whitney, B. L. Whitney, and canning factory at Monmouth.
Maude Whitney were recent guests
J. P. Sanford ls superintendent of
and callers at Mr. and Mrs. Everett the canning factory at Union.
Whitney’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Holt of Port
Frank Fuller has a new Chevrolet land spent the weekend with thelr
truck bought from Oeorge Nichols of mother Mrs. Ruby Holt.
Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. 8kldmore and
Neal W. Skidmore and family
SEARSMONT
motored to Bar Harbor Sunday.
Frank Wyman of Howard, R. I.,
Schools ln town began Monday
with these teachers tn the vtlllage and Miss Doris Watson of Cumber
school: Principal of High, Gordon land are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Marr of Washington; assistant, Sanford.
Charles N. Pinkham, Winthrop, and t>r. Leyonborg, as medical examiner
for Waldo County spent a busy day
Mrs. Edric Heath, West Penobscot.
Gordon Marr, principal of the High Sept. 7, being called to Freedom on a
School, has moved hls family into suicide case and to Belfast on the
David Craig's house. Mr. Craig has same errand.
Just had electric lights installed there. Schools ln town began Sept. 5 with
About 25 men have employment on the following teachers: High School,
the Oeorges Valley Pike road, and D. H. Mathieson, principal; Mrs.
everyone Is made happy, and glad to Mathieson assistant; Alice Light
see the new road progressing.
Leavctt, grammar; Louise Sprowl,
The Hermansen family left Monday primary; Sherman's Corner, Miss
for their home at Long Beach, N. Y. Davis; South Liberty, Mrs. Rhodes.

APPLETON RIDGE

RFADTHEADS
'Saveynoney

UIHRT KinD OF STREETS ?

^ElE /

“Dodge Mono-Piece Steel Body

SAVED OUR LIVES

ft

— says J. F. Hutchinson, Iowa Minister
4T WAS driving to Chicago
A• with
1
my family to attend
the World’s Fair,” says the

Rev. J. F. Hutchinson, minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in Storm Lake, Iowa, “but near
Fort Dodge, another car suddenly cut across our path,
forcing us into a deep ditch.
“My Dodge Six went down the embankment, turn
ing over several times, struck a telephone post,
breaking it off, then landed in the ditch rightside up.

“I feel certain that had it not been for the steel
body of my Dodge car, my entire family would have
been killed. The Dodge car saved us. We came
through with no serious permanent injuries, miracu
lous as it seems.

In theso days of speed, you need the safety features
Dodge gives youi And you get these features —plus
Dodge performance, Dodge comfort, and amazing
Dodge economy — for just a few dollars more than
the lowest priced cars! Compare values yourself—
ask your Dodge dealer for a “Show-Down” score card.

BIG NEW DODGE “6”

^’595

“I have my dear family all with me, alive and get

“

*_____

AND UP
F. 0. B FACTORT.

DETROIT

floating power

WITH PATENTED
______
—
EHCINEMOUNTINGS
MC
115. INCH WHEELBASE
itt.INCH

ting well. My gratitude is deep and moving.”
(signed)

(fetpm

Ure ^vurTaiti

TEL. 124

J. F. HUTCHINSON

DYER’S GARAGE, Inc.,

PARK ST., ROCKLAND

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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New Cape Outfits

HUNTING WILD FOWL

Mrs. Margaret Armstrong of Bel
Uncle Sam, Alarmed Over Its
mont, Mass. who has been visiting in
Status, and Would Limit
Rockland, is the guest of her brother.
the Slaying
George A. Hanley, Gleason street.
Prof. David Ingliss of Ann Arbor,
Open seasons for hunting waterMich., has been guest of Miss Hilda
■ fowl, coot, and jacksnipe ln the Unlt(L/or
George for a few days.
'ed States this fall and winter will
There will be a reception to the
again comprise two months in each
freshmen of the Thomaston High
Q)oung
I of six zones, opening at 12 o'clock
School Friday evening at 7.30 at the
neon Oct. 1, in Maine, and lasting
gymnasium. Social sifter the recep
until Nov. 1st.
tion, admission 15 cents.
The daily bag limit on ducks has
srtm
Miss Virginia Wellington of Ken
been reduced from 15 to 12, of which
nebunkport has been guest of Miss
number not more than eight of any
Florence Fessenden, returning Wed
one, or ?ight in the aggregate, may1
nesday.
be cnnvasbacks, redheads, scaups
Russell Davis was in charge of the
t?als, shovelers. or gadwalis. Possesfuneral of Mrs. Gussie B. Davis, wife
flon limits are reduted from 30 to 24
of Calvin V. Davis, on Monhegan
on ducks, and cn the excepted specie;
Island Tuesday.
• Have Lota of
(above named! from 20 to 16.
Herbert Grafton is assemonng the
No open season for hunting brant
1033 Idea*
materials to build a cottage on the
I on the Atlantic coast is provided by
Brown-Hoffses Point at Brooklyn
the amended regulations. On the
Heights.
Pacific coast the regulations will per
excellent fabric for it; and it
Mrs. Davis of Monhegan is guest ol
IF you can think of a more
mit shooting of these birds, but in
* practical, smarter outfit for might have a blouse of white
Mrs. A D Davis, Main street.
vestigations conducted by the Biologi
broadcloth.
a miss between the ages of six
Mrs. Robert D Leeper who has been
cal Survey have shown that on the
and fourteen than the cape en
You’ll find that many of the
visiting relatives in Dover, N. H„ and
eastern coast a shortage of eelgrass.
semble sketched (McCall *355), newest costumes for juniors show
elsewhere, returned home Tuesday
better snap it up right this min evidence of careful plotting on
the principal food of brant, has re
ute. For our part, we don’t believe the part of designers to create
duced the numbers of these watermorning.
there is a nicer outfit. For one something practical as well as
Arthur Mossman returned Monday
fowl
to such a degree that maximum
thing, it has three wearable parts good 'looking. Jacket and -»ape
from Portland, where he visited rela
protection is necessary-.
. , . the cane, a Jumper and a suits seem to be prime favorites;
blouse ... and they can all be
For the first time since 1930 tho
tives.
worn with other outfits. In addi no doubt because of this flair for
Mrs Aletha Thompson has re
new regulations include cackling
parts
that
interchange
with
other
tion, its lines are young and sim
geese in tho list of birds that may be
turned from, a visit to Mrs. Sldenple and easy for Mother to repro costumes. (By courtesy of The
hunted during the waterfowl seasons
duce at home. Cotton tweed is an McCall Company).
sparker in Warren.
Mrs Katherine Simmons who has _
’
A new provision in the regulations
her
house
guest
Mrs.
Carrie
Clark,
limits
to 12 the number of woodcock
been spending the summer in Rock
WARREN
Mrs. Effie Hysler. Mrs. Carrie Butler,, that one person may have in possesland. was in town Wednesday morn
ing.
Mrs. Nellie Wellington was hostess Miss Tena MacCallum and Mrs. sion.
George S Morse is visiting his son j to a contract and auction party Fri- Grace Wyllie.
Tne new regulations also establish
ln Portland.
day, with three tables of contract
Levi Eogjs Is ill. the result of a Powesslon limits for waterfowl, lawMr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner re- ' and two tables of auction. The ocof severa] f€ »t Friday afternoon
imported from foreign countries,
turned Wednesday from Boston, caSion was in honor of her guest. from a lruck body loaded withhay T*1* Department is greatly conwhere they had spent two days.
Mrs. E. W.Hayes of Somerville.at the Boggs place. Mr. Boggs
suf- ;erned over the present status of miMrs. Alma Spear and sister of Banjjrs. jj.llin Pierce and daughter fered concussion of the neck.
gratory waterfowl and has adopted
gor visited Mrs. Julia Winchenbach Barbara of Brookline, Mass., are
A
o of 25 of the young peo- ^eSe measures to redllc<‘ 81111 further
at South Waldoboro Wednesday.
gUests thls week at the Wellington
,e
th„ Baptist. Church and their “**
° , blrts klIled
Miss Edith Harris is spending two,.
" .
„
ln tllis country.
Long-continued
weeks with her father Prank Harris
.................. ....... ___
*rachers enjo' drouth on the principal breeding
of
Because of illness Mrs. Gladys day evening at Sandy Shores. -South Jreag ,n
at Olenmere
Spearin of the Sta'.? Department of Pond.
i
Canada
and
in
the
Northwestern
Mrs. Leona Robinson who has been,
.
., ,
,
,
----------------employed at Holly Inn. Christmas Education at Augusta, will be unable
unab e
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Spear accome,al^
wllh
Cove, has returned to her home here , *° /isit Warren and Union schools panted by Kenneth Young of North
had reduced the <upply Qf
_
_
today. Thursday, and Friday, but her Hanover. Mass., whe had been guests a.Ud Iowl
1931
the ]owest poin.
Dr. Henry Fowler of Harmony. R. I
who 'to one of" the faculty of Brown PUce *U1 * uken
Mi£s Zetta £ir’:e Sunday of Mr and Mrs
*at these birds had ever reached.
who
University, is spending a few days at Brown of the Sta:e Apartment, ford Overlcck. motored Wednesday conditions on the breeding grounds
the" Knox Hotel ~As_ is ge’ne'rally Richard Libby of Augusta wiU also to Orono where Mr Young will enter
ta the spring of 1MJ were much

Keep Y oung with
Your Children
Don't give them a cross nagging mother
to remember. A happy borne depends upon
you. If your work is a burden—if the chil
dren annoy you—do something about it
today. Start taking Lydia R. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound. It will steady your
nerves—give you that extra strength and
energy you need.
By actual record, 98 out of 100 women
say, “It helps me.” Give it a fair chance to
help you too. Sold by all druggists.

QlinL

FOR RESULTS
You Can Depend On
COURIER-GAZETTE

JOB PRINTING
It sells more people be
cause more people like to
see it. Skillful heads and
hands prepare it with one
vital point in mind—ef
fectiveness. It must get
results.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
CAMDEN

STON1NGTON

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fritz who
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason E. Flye of
have been spending the summer in Northeast Harbor visited relatives in
Camden, returned this week to Chi town Sunday.
Dorothy Warren is visiting her
cago.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Brown are en- grandparents ,Mr. and Mrs. William
joying a motor trip in Aroostook Smith at Green Head.
Mrs. Hester Smith is employed at
County.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gill and son the home of Mrs. Christine Haskell..
Monrce left Tuesday for Cambridge.
Amy Cousins of Isle au Haut is
Mass., after passing the summer at | attending high school here.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton has re
Carmonwill. Lake Meguntlcook. Mr
Gill Is to sail Saturday for a busi turned to her home at Isle au Haut
after a short visit, with her daugh
ness trip abroad.
The William Justice Lees have re ter Mrs. Celeste Ccombs.
Marion Barter left Saturday for
turned to Washington, D. C.. after
spending the summer at their cot Boston where she will be employed
during the winter.
tage at Melvin Heights.
Mrs. R. D. Hutchinson has re
Otis Dean and Warren Prince are
leaving this week for Cambridge, turned from Portland where she
Mass., where they will enter the visited her husband who is ill at the
School of Business Administration U. S. Marine Hospital.
School in town began Sept. 11.
In that city.
John Parker of St. Louis. Mo., was with these teachers: High school,
a recent guest of his sister, Mrs. Harold E. Bowie, principal; Lena
Morey, commercial; Rebecca Cousins
C. Wilkes Babb. Elm street.
Knox Temple. P. 8., will meet next and Justina Harding, assistants.
Elementary, Allan M. Jones, grades
Tuesday evening.
’ °
Miss Helen Banks has returned to seven and eight; Margaret Barbour,
Deer Isle after a visit with Miss six and seven; Ada Collins, four and
five; Grace Faulkingham, two and
Barbara Beljva.
S N. Butler Is confined to his home three; Florence Dority, one and two;
Dorothy Murphy. West Stonington:
on Sea street by illness.
Miss Christine Beverage has re Cassie Gross. Oceanvilfc.
Lelia Bryant has returned from a
turned to her home in Yarmouth
after spending the summer with her visit with relatives at Northeast
Harbor.
grandmother. Mrs. A. F. Beverage.
Mrs. Walter Staples of Boston has
STATE OF MAINE
been visiting relatives in town.
Knox. 38.
September 13. 1933
Miss Bessie Cram, who spent the | teMuM onTiud^m
by

Inquire about
Our Low Rates ...

In Everybody’s Column !’ * * * * * * * * * *
Advertisements ln this column not to ’
I VD. OALsCi
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl-|
*
tional lines five cents each for one time,
FOR SALE—Several hundred Rhode
10 cents for three times. 81x words Island
Red pullets, March and April
make a line.
hatched, all laying or ready to lay. Re
turnable crates loaned to out of town
buyers. STOVER FEED MFO. CO., on
track at 86 Park St.. Rockland, Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200._________ 110-112

: LOST AND FOUND J

RIPE tomatoes for canning, for sale.
CHATER S
GARDENS. Camden. Turn left beyond
j?op)rr>ort bridge
110*112
5?CKp?.n Dr»W------------------------- H0JU
wood for sale, fitted. 110; Junks. 18;
cord wood. 17 O H CRIE. Thomaston.
Me Tel. 122-2. —
NRA
109-114

V 1 first quality. 90c per bu

BROWN suit coat lost with name of i
owner. E. White, on Inside Reward If
left at THE COURIER-OAZETTE office [
iOS*HO
7*2 FT. square-ended skiff, painted
KBBUTT.
lead color lost Notify LEWIS TA:
ENTIRE furnishings of 14 room house
17 North St., Thomaston. Me.____ 109*111 for sale at 250 MAIN ST. T»l. 628-R
WRIST watch, Swiss, white gold, lost ; _________________________________ 109*111
between Sheldon's Filling Station and
FOR SALE—One dark brlndle Boston
Warren Village. Reward. Notify THIS
OFFICE_________________________ 110-112 bull. 3 months old. handsome. Five po
lice pups, 6 weeks old. Two pure bred
SUM of money lo*t. probably ln Rock blue tick hound pups. 4 months old.
land. Reward If returned. TEL. 40. Ten Large White Chester Pigs. 10-12 weeks
ant’s H arbor.____________________ 110*112 old. $4 each Write for prices on dogs.
LOST Tuesday, small cameo pin. Re STOVER FEED MFG CO., on track at
turn to ABBIE O CONNERS Tel 501-J. 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just below Ar
110-112
Reward.
110-lt mour's. Tel. 1200.
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
FOR SALE—Direct from the manufac
o( deposit book numbered 31074 and the turer. a carload of "Presto” preserve
owner of said book asks for duplicate In Jars at the lowest price ever sold for
accordance with, the provisions of the J these extra heavy standard Fruit Jars.
77c ^ /Quarts 87c doz : ¥^o.
By EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tresa Rock- Quarts. »123 doz. Only 2000 dozen of
■ and. Maine, bept ■ 1933.
10, Th 113 these Standard Jars offered for sale at
these low prices, and subject to manu
facturer’s advance ln prices. Buy today
your supply for this year and next year.
You probably will never buy preserve
Jars again at such low prices. Every
♦
-- ----------------I Jar carries the manufacturer’s name
which insures highest quality Mall
HOUSE-KEEPING position wanted and boat orders filled on receipt of check
________
_______
or P. O. order STOVER FEED MFO.
Neat.
Reliable.
Excellent character.
Leave
city If necessary Write J. L.. care CO. on track at 86 Park St. Rockland.
knewn locally DrFowleris a great- ** Pr?sent
at the t*achers' meeting the University of Maine
more favorable, but since the first of
Courler-Oazette
104-109 Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200 110-112
grandson ofGeneral Knox.
at the new 8ch<x>1 bulIdin« ln Union
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby and June they have been only a little
WOMAN wants position with elderly I, HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE for sale
couple or lady or gentleman, house- Must be sold at once. Leaving town,
Warren ’.heir house guests Miss Blanche better than ln 1931, and the BiologiJohn Matthews who has been Friday at 2.30 standard.
keeper
Oo any where. Address M. 46 2 ADAMS ST
110-112
Mountain St., Camden. Me.
109*111,-------------------------------------- --------------------spending the summer in town left for schools will be dismissed at 1 o’clock Washburn and Fred Folsom both of' Cgl Survey considers it possible that
POOL
TABLE
for
sale,
ln
good
condi
Auburn, were entertained at supper when the wild fowl arrive this fall tU“m*r_Wl^h .hw a.un'' Mrs 8; N’ _ T^sdaV‘tfAuSX! a’iT ikS. for
POSITION as chet ot order cook wanthis home in New Britain, Conn, that the teachers may attend.
tion. Also 12x16 foot tent with 6 foot
Butler.
Sea
street,
has
returned
to
|
two
'hLn^ed
“
‘
two
’
”
doiia?s
\nd
“
fortj
,d
Best
of
references.
HORACE
PERRY.
their numbers may prove to be no
Grace 8t.. City.
•tf aide wall Price right for quick sale. H.
Monday.
Miss Frances Storer returned Sat- last Friday by Mrs. Ada Spear.
Libertv
i c*nt*- *nd nlne dollars snd seventy
C. BUBER. Warren. Me. Tel. 6-31.
I cents, costs, wherein Timothy E. Me• • • •
greater than two years ago. In this
__________________________ 108**10
Mrs. Charles Roundy, Mrs. Allen urday from a visit of a few days with
Innls. ln his capacity as Tax Collector
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
T.
Seavems
Entertained Kaler Reunion
event further restrictions may be necParsons and daughter Charlotte of her cousin Miss Helen Reed at SouthSOFT lump coal. 17 50; coke. $9 50;
of the City of Rockland. Is Plaintiff
who have been during the summer at and Hill N Dane of said Rockland. Is
hard coal. $14; delivered In Rockland or
A company of 65 persons met Sun- c&sary. The Department urges sportsNewburyport. Mass., are visiting Mrs west Harbor, her aunt Miss Bertha
Thomaston. J. B PAULSEN. Tel. ThomDefendant, and especially against the
Parsons' mother. Mrs J F McNeil Storer. accompanied by E. H. Storer day at the home of Mr. and Mrs men to cooperate with the Federal \
al11 rrow’ 1 „Str*el'K' following described real estate, aituate ln
aaton 84-2 ____________
108*110
said
Rockland,
to
wit:
One
lot
of
land
Mir. and Mrs. Raymond Watson motoring there for her.
Frank Yattaw, wjgo were hosts to |antl State game conservation authori5
ar^ ord' Conn with one dwelling and one barn thereon,
SEPCO
automatic
hot
water
heater
for
LADIES—Reliable nalr goods at Rock
Practically new
c L. YOUNO.
30 High Street, which said land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders sale
Mrs. Katherine Dyer and daughter
M,g clara
and {ather the Kaler reunion. Dinner of .»ked
during the present emergency, in
Anvbody cou]d t rjch lf he could numbered
1 92A Mechanic St., Camden. Tel. 715.
land and buildings a lien Is claimed for solicited. H. C. RHODM. Tel. 41S-'
UO-tf
the tax assessed thereon for the year
105-tl
Charlotte motored to Farmington
Hasken
of Lincolnville beans, coffee, sandwiches ana sweets,should be realized that an adequata gU(?ss the Mact mQment &t
h
1931. and will be sold at public auction
TWO MILCH COWS for sale. MICHAEL
NOTICE—As my wife. Harriet Wltham.
Sunday. Miss Charlotte remained to
. out of- doors.
.
_
. breeding stock must be saved
------ . if the (
was
served
These
ofat
the
law
office
of
E
W.
Pike.
400
Main
Beach, were visitors Tuesday
109-111
Street. In said Rockland, at ten o'clock has left my bed and board I shall not i LOFMAN. Rockville
fleers were elected: President. Mrs sP°rt of wild-fowling is to continue, J_______ *__________________
enter Farmington Normal School, the Crec,.ge Teague's,
any bills contracted by her. JOHN
In the forenoon, standard time, on the pay
WITHAM. Warren. Me Sept. 12.
BLACK horse, young and smooth, for
sixteenth day of October. A. D 1933 to
others returning to Thomaston Sun
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT OF
109-1111
?rl£e £lght’ M C. PHILBROOK.
'I
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E Norwood Leona Black of Waldoboro; vice
any person bidding thereon who will
Head-of-the-Bay.
108*110
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE
SOUTH WALDOBORO
day evening.
purchase the least undivided fractional
WE ARE prepared to make your wool
accompanied by Mrs. Ella Lewis and president. Mrs. Elizabeth Yattaw.
part of said real estate and pav the into yarn
Write for prices Also rug
FOR SALE—’More For Less’ Egg Mash,
Miss Addie Am Mr. and
Miss Alice C. George has had trees
Warren;
secretary.
Mrs.
Lillian
amount due on said execution, with all and knitting yarns for sale. Samples $198; ' More For Less” Growing Feed,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Frank Berry mo
Jones of Jefferson. Mrs. Gertie
others whom it may concern:
ln her yard trimmed The branches
necessary charges of sale
An attach free. H A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Me
$1 96. “More For Less” Dairy Feed, $1 63;
tored Thursday of last week to Dcdge, Rockland; treasurer, Mrs. Wallace and Mrs. Thompson and uth day of Xrpt’embir<’,i93ah,thenKm« ment of the real estate above described
104-1151 'More For Less" 8eratch Feed. $190;
were long and thick, excluding the Auburn and Lewiston attending the Lillian Wallace. Waldoboro; program
was made on the original writ. June 16.
“More For Less” Stock Feed. $1.49. All
ALADDIN
LAMP
PARTS
at
all
tlmea
exS^'unto 1932 at two o’clock and fifty-five minutes Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO of our poultry feeds contain Nopco XX
sunshine. It would add to the ap
committee. Miss Alice Lawry. Rock daughters of Friendship were visitors
in the afternoon, especially attaching
Maine State Fair at the latter city.
105-tf Oil. and Dried Milk. No other feeds
Sunday at Rev. T. H. Fernald's.
' and by virtue of the laws of the State the above described real estate for the
pearance of the street and to the well
offer you such great values as our “More
Miriam Rebekah Lodge of Rock land. Mrs Violet Putansu, and Mrs
of Maine and located ln Rockland ln express purpose of enforcing said tax
KEYS!
KEYS!
KEYS'.
Keys
made
to j For Less” Feeds. They are’made fresh
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvin
Wallace
and
being of the trees to have part of
the County of Knox and State aforesaid, lien.
Lillian
Yattaw.
Waldoboro.
order.
Keys
made
to
fit
locks
when
daily
Buy them today and save the
land will work the degree upon one
son Lowell and Vincent Flanders was duly appointed and designated by
original keys are lost. House, ufllce or difference STOVER FEED MFG CO. on
A. D FISH
the trees cut down.
the
Board
of
Directors
of
the
said
Cam

The
following
fine
program
of
110-Th-116
Deputy
Sheriff
Car. Code books provide k,eys for all track at 86 Park St . Just below Armour's,
candidate at the next meeting of
spent Saturday in Augusta.
den and Rockland Water Company as
Miss Ruth Blodgett. Miss Bunty
locks without bother. Stlsaors and Tel. 1200.
110-112
music, singing and recitations was
STATE OF MAINE
successor Trustee to the Security
Mystic Rebekah Lodge, Sept. 25.
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
Mr. and Mrs. C. Frederick Vogel the
Emerson and Miss Deborah Sprague
Knox.
S3
September
13.
1933
Trust Company under and by virtue of
FOR SALE -Your favorite brew. Old
sonable
prices
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO..
Dana Smith,’Jr., was weekend guest j enjoyed:
Taken on execution dated August 21. 408 Main 8t.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
England Ale. $2 40 per case; Old Heldelhave returned to New York after that certain mortgage or deed of trust 1933.
of Beach Bluff. Mass, are spending
Issued on a Judgment rendered by
from the said Camden and Rockland
Songs, "Twenty-One Years" and
105-tf brau Beer, $2 40 per case; Michel. $2 40
a few days at the Blodgett summer of his uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs. "Little Rose With Casket.” Miss spending the summer at their home Water Company to the said Security the Rockland Municipal Court, on the
per case. Each case contains 24 bottles.
Company as Trustee, dated the first Tuesday of August A. D 1933. for
Austin K. Russell at Ellsworth, mo
Add 50 cents for case and bottles, to all
here.
Mrs. Vogels sister Miss , Trust
home on Knox street.
second day of April A D 1917. and that two hundred thirteen dollars and forty
mall orders which are returnable.
Elsie
Yattaw;
reading.
Mrs.
Ida
toring
down
Saturday
with
Mr
Rus

cents,
debt
or
damage,
and
nine
dollars
the
said
Knox
County
Trust
Company
Suzanne
Jeanne,
has
returned
to
Bos

STOVER FEED MFG CO . on track at 86
Frank Lineken has gone to Bethel,
has assumed the duties and will act as and seventy cents costs, wherein Timo
Black; songs. "Two Little Orphans"
Park St.. Rockland. Just below Armour’s.
sell
and
returning
Sunday
with
Miss
ton.
Trustee under said mortgage or deed of thy E McInnis, ln his capacity as Tax
where he has employment. Mrs
Tel. 1200
____________________ 105-110
trust ln lieu of and as successor to the Collector of the city of Rockland, is
Lineken is in the home of Mr. and Lillian Russell and Mrs. Ilda Rus and "The Little Shepherdess," Mrs.
Mrs . Sue Benner of the village said
Security Trust Company; and that Plaintiff, and Hill N Dane of said Rock
FOR SALE—Greatest values ever oft
Lillian
Dodge;
songs,
“
Just
a
Bunch
land.
Is
Defendant,
and
especially
COTTAGES and camps to let and for j fered" PreZto ra?'rTngs.’6‘“packa’ges for
spent Monday with Mrs. Bessie Wal- said Knox County Trust Company will
Mrs. Arthur Henry. Beechwood street. sell.
continue to act as Trustee unless one- against the following described real sale.
E V SHEA. South Thomaston 25c; Armour s or Swift's Pure Lard. 8c
Mrs. Alma Lamont and Dick Sherr ! of V;o,ets and "Barbara Ellen.' Mrs. lace
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Percy are at.
.,. . _ .
.
... .
105-tf per lb.. 20 lbs. $1 59; new native pota
half in amount of the holders thereof estate, situate In said Rockland, to wit: Tel Rockland 354-11.
One
lot
of
land
with
one
dwelling
and
...
.
_
...
„
nf
Pnwna.1
wprp
wf
-kpnd
eues'.v
of
1
Lizzie
Orindle;
"Sketches
of
the
Life
of
the
bonds
secured
by
the
said
trust
the home of Mrs. John E. Walker. ol uownai were we.kena gucsoi
,
Mrs Loris Little and daughter have Indenture shall within sixty days make one barn thereon, numbered 30 High
FOR SALE at once at these prices. toes. 95c bushel. 25c per pk The gov
is killing off 4.000 000 pigs and
wh0 u m
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Stevens at
Lincoln, by Herbert Herrick; returned to Haverhill after a visit objection In writing as provided undet Street, which said land and buildings a Cottage at Meguntlcook Lake. 1800; ernment
also cottage at Meguntlcook Lake 11600 1.000,000 brood sows. Our advice is. Buy
lien
is
claimed
for
the
tax
assessed
the
provision
of
said
mortgage
or
deed
your
lard
today. Native --------------fresh eggs.—
25cPaul Morgan, a student at Univer- Camp Seven Tree, at Seven Tree ^ading. "The Starless Crown." Mrs of two weeks with her sister-in-law. of trust.
thereon for the year 1932. and will be V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
Q... 32c per dozen; Fine Granulated Sugar
sold at public auction, at the law office „100's. $4 98; 25 lbs. 61.29: 10 lbs. 52c.
IL. S i
sity of Maine, is not returning there ; Pond.
,
Yattaw: -citations by Mrs George Palmer.
of E W Pike. 400 Main Street, ln said ---------------------------------------------------------- "Grammy" Oraham Flour. 10 lbs 35c.
CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO
for the present. He has employment
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Perkins Clifford, four-year-old son of Mr. and
Rockland, at ten o'clock In the forenoon K**************9 Pillsbury or Occident Bread Flour. 61.25:
WILLIAM T. COBB
standard time, on the sixteenth day ol
President.
Best Pastry Flour. 95c; Stover's Pride
in t>» 4 .v p store in Rockland.
«~re guests of honor Monday eve Mrs. Walter Yattaw of Waldoboro: win and Esther Black, children of Attest
October. A D 1933 to any person bid
Flour 61 per bag. 67 90 per barrel.
ding thereon who will purchase the least
ALLAN F Me ALARY
Jamie Natalie Elaine and Bernice ning at the entertainment which fol- recitations. Jeanette Orindle; songs. Mr and Mrs. Ernest Black of WalDomino Confectionery Sugar or Brown
undivided fractional part of said real
•
Clerk
Sugar. 4 pkg 30c
Lowest cash and
olbrook left
110-Th6cS-117 | estate and pay the amount due on said
Holbrook
left Sunday
Sunday for their home lowed the regular meeting of Mystic Mrs. Violet Putansu; recitations. Ed- doboro; songs. Dorothy Ya’.’aw.
carry prices ln New England Mall
___________ i execution, with all necessary charges of
orders
filled.
STOVER
FEED MFO CO
in Newburyport after spending a Rebekah Lodge. Miss Bertha Teague
FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
sale. An attachment of the real estate
track at 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just
above described, was made on the origi cation. price right. This property Is a on
month with their grandmother. Mrs in behalf of the lodge presented Mr.
below
Armour's.
Tel.
1200.
105-110
nal writ. June 8, 1933. at seven o'clock good investment. Its location is on a
and Mrs. Perkins with a pretty
when you are planning to sell your
and five minutes In the forenoon, espe cement road. ROBERT COLLINS, Real
J. F. McNeil. Wadsworth street.
105-tf Chickens and fowl, call PETER EDcially attaching the above described real Estate Agency.
friendship quilt. Numbers on the ,
- WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland.
105-tf
estate for the express purpose of en
PLACE ln Owl's Head Village for sale.
forcing
said
tax
lien.
program included a vocal duet by
50
acres,
buildings
all
connected,
wood,
FRIENDSHIP
A D FISH
blueberries, fine view of bay. Can make II
___
Miss Hilda Aspey and Mrs. Alice
110-Th-116
Deputy Sheriff.
easv living on this place. Tel. 109-W or
apply 6 BEACON ST . City.
110«112 ♦
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Miss Eleanor Hegans recently Brown’ accompanied by Mrs. Carrie
Whereas Almon M Young of Rock
FOR SALE—All on the rent plan. 6600. , ♦
land In the County of Knox and State Knox
spent several days with Mrs c E Smith; reading by1 Miss Edith
Hall.
South
Thomaston:
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated eight room house and barn; 6425,62100,
French; a comedy sketch by Miss
M
four |
the 26th day of February A D 1930 and
Patch
FOUR ROOM apartment and six room
recorded In the Knox Registry of Deeds, acres of land; $1250. large double teneMr. and Mrs. Oeorge La Bonte and Anni* starrett and Robert Connell
ment
house,
$2000,
double
tenement
apartment,
modern.
to
let
MRS
Book 217, Page 429. conveyed to the
Rockland Loan and Building Associa house, all In South Thomaston. V. F. FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W.
daughter have returned to Newton, Sandwiches, cake and coffee were
tion. a corporation organized and exist STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
96-tf
served*
105-tf
ing under the laws of the State of Maine
Mass., after spending three weeks at
PARTLY furnished four room apartand located at Rockland In said Knox
Miss
Lillian
Russell,
who
spentthe
BLOCK PLACE, on Warren road, for . mentA electric lights and .....
flush toilet.
Martin's Point.
County, the following described real sale at a bargain. MRS. W E MAURER. . ELM&l C DAVIS 22 Fulton St
106-110
estate, together with the buildings Thomaston.
107*109
v
ruiton at._______________
T. E. Stenger visited his family summer months with htf mot’.ier
thereon, situate on the Easterly side of j
tnr ..i* ™
FURNISHED tenement to let. All
Mrs. Ilda Russell and lister Mrs.
Purchase Street ln said Rockland, and
.J*1*; °“ Bro*d- modern. Hot water heat, electric lights,
over Labor Day.
bounded and described as follows, to wit pcthttyt ro ooo vrTJ^ci
V I hot and cold waterand bath. Rent
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hanar of Carrie Smith, returned Wednesday
Beginning at an Iron bolt at the F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154. | reasonable. Apply to FLOYD L. SHAW.
<Sept.
13)
to
Boston
where
she
will
i<H-tf
47
North
Main
St.
Northwest
corner
of
land
sold
to
Agnes
109-tf
Chalfont, Penn, and Mr. and Mrs
Shaw Brown; thence South 89 30' East, O.™,? Lu,E
house at 25 James
FURNISHED apartment to let at 566
ninety-one and three-tenths (91.3) feet
Earle L. Hanar of Arlington Height.',. resume teaching.
. Hard®0o<l
Main St. heated, rent reasonable Inby land of said Brown to an Iron bolt at electric lights, large lot. Price right. quire ALBERT PETERSON. at FullerMiss Myrtle Haskell of Brooklyn.
Mass., recently visited Mr. and Mrs
land of Fred Knight; thence North 10° Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me. Cobb-Davis.
107-tf
N.
Y.,
was
guest
overnight
Monday
15' East by said Knight’s land fifty-seven
97-tf
C. H Stenger.
ROOMS to let with use of garage at
(57) feet to an Iron bolt; thence North
of
her
uncle
George
Teague,
and
17 LINDSEY ST.
108*113
87
10’ West by land of Katherine
Dr. and Mrs. Putnam and son of
Mather ninety-nine and six-tenths (99.6)
FIRST CLASS
SEVERAL tenements to let in good
West Newton are at their cottage at during her brief stay looked up many
feet to an Iron bolt In the Easterly line
condition,
very
reasonable
rent.
Call
at
old friends here.
of said Purchase Stre ,f thence South
C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
Martin’s Point for a week.
TRUCKING SERVICE
no
deg.
30
’
West
slxtv
nd
five
tenths
Wilder Moore is painting the W. F.
SEVEN ROOM house at 288 Broadway
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
feet to the place of be inlng.
Frederick Mathews of Hampton,
to let. all modern; also several other
And whereas the cc ulltlon of said
FOSTER’S TRANSFER
N H., has returned to his cottage a; Overlock house.
good
rents, furnished and unfurnished,
mortgage has been brol. n. now. there
from 615 to $25. ERNEST C. DAVIS,
Harold Howard of Belfast accomfore. by reason of the brr \ch of the con
W. R. FOSTER, Prop. j Rockland.
Martin's Point for a stay of several
Me.
108-110
dition thereof said Rod
id Loan and
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.
panied by Niven C. Crawford mo
Building Association ch . i ; a foreclos
days.
TWO TENEMENTS to let. 9 Suffolk St.,
ure of said mortgage.
upper six rooms, partly furnished lf
Mrs. Margaret Magee visited tored Monday to Pemaquid Point.
■vsfoNt <ucw co.
In Witness Whereof, the said Rock
desired. Lower five rooms and bath,
Capt
and
Mrs.
L.
M.
Bird
of
Gar

land
Loan
and
Building
Association
has
furnace
heat. MILTON M. GRIFFIN.
friends in Portland last week.
caused this Instrument to be sealed
[_____ ____________________________ 106-tf
THIS CHAMPION STILL GOING STRONG!—While 1932’s leaders in tennis, golf, base
ALL KINDS OF
with Its corporate seal and signed ln
Cass Brackett of Monhegan. with diner accompanied by Mr. and Mrs
I SIX ROOM second floor flat with
Its corporate name by Harry O Ourdy, ■
ball and other sports are toppling from their thrones, Fred Frame, ace of last year’s racing
bath to let. adults only. Inquire LIL
a party of 21 gues'.x from Boothbay Henry V. Starrett of Warren spent
Its Secretary, thereunto duly authorized,
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St
Wednesday
with
Mrs.
Nina
Gregory
i
this 13th day of September ln the year i
Harbor dined at the Lobster Pot last
drivers,
keeps
on
serenely
mowing
down
the
opposition.
Here
he
is
just
after
winning
I _________________________________ 108*110
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
thirtyat Glencove.
three.
week Tuesday.
i FURNISHED rooms, to let: all modern
(Corporate Seal)
the recent 203-mile Elgin National Road Race for stock cars, held at Elgin, Illinois, in the
conveniences. FLORA KIRKPATRICK.
15c
Mrs. Bertha Hanley and Miss , Miss Ruth Hutchins of Malden,
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSO
, 15 Grove St. Tel, 94-R.
99-tf
Mass., Is guest of Mrs. Carrie Butler
CIATION
A Bottle
course of which he set a new record of 80.22 miles per hour average speed. Fred graciously
Ethel Holbrook motored Monday to
1
WELL furnished apartment to leL
By
HARRY
O.
GURDY
and will visit also Mr. and Mrs. Fred
three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
Secretary.
Gorham where the latter will resume
shares the credit for this performance with his stock Ford V-8, which reached a top speed
DAWSON’S ALE
, ST. Tel. 156-W.__________________ 96-tf
STATE OF MAINE
Wyllie and Mr. and Mrs. Chester ]
her studies at the Normal School.
Knox. ss.
Rockland. Sept. 13. 1933.
Right Out of the Wood
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
of 100.4 miles per hour, and with his fuel and oil. Only one quart of Essolube was consumed
Wyllie.
Personally appeared the above named
. Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
105-tf
10 CENTS A GLASS
Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary of said Asso
Mrs.
Percy
G
Kcnnlstcn
was
host

FOUR ROOM apartment with bath to
during the entire race, and racing-type Essolene was used. Technical inspectors of the
In 1883 we did not start companies
ciation and made oath to the truth of
let,
618
a
month
V.
F.
STUDLEY.
283
the foregoing notice of foreclosure ln
CHAPE’S LUNCH
with a lot of capital as the result of ess last Friday to the Social Welfare
Main St. Tel. 1154_______________ 105-tf
his said capacity.
American Automobile Association later pronounced the engine to have come through its
470
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
Before me.
a well-written prospectus; we just committee, six members of whk.li
>
6
.
I
HEATED apartments, all moaern. four
EDWARD K GOULD
86‘lt
; rooms. Apply at CAMDEN 6c ROCKwere present. Mrs. Laura Seavey and '
terrific test in perfect condition.
worked —George Murdoch.
110-Th-110
Justice of the Peace.
] LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634.
105-tf

WANTED

; MISCELLANEOUS ;

* Summer Cottages '

REAL ESTATE

TO LET

BEER

«
I

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, September 14, 1933

®SOC* ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard-I The Chummy Club met Tuesday
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart,
, '
... „
„
,
ment especially desires information of | evening for bridge with Mrs. Prank
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc Fields.. Honors were won by Mrs.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
R. D. Saville and Mrs. Herbert
TELEPHONE ____ — ____

770 or 7M

It Is quite likely that several mem
bers of the Knox County D. A. R.
Chapters will go to Phipps Point,
Woolwich, Saturday, to attend the
dedication of the tablet erected by the
Maine Society. Sir William Phips
Chapter, Daughters of the American
Colonists. The program will begin at
2 p. m. daylight, and among the
speakers will be ex-Qov. Gardiner,
and Mrs. Florence Waugh Danforth.

Mullen.

-

I

Fuller * Cobb - Davis

OI1IIIIIIIG

Step This Way

.

The Willing Workers of the Universalist Church conducted a bridge I
Tuesday afternoon at the home of ;
Mrs. William H. Rhodes. There'
were three tables, with a favor for
each table.

Mrs. Delia Sullivan who has been
the guest of her sister, Mis. E. S..
Bird, for several weeks, returned to ]
Orono Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Jones are on a
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Rhodes [
vacation tour of Canada, after which of Portland were weekend guests of j
they will be at their home 18 West Miss Caroline A. Littlefield. On their
Broadway, Bangor.
return they were accompanied by |
their daughter, Miss Molly Rhodes,
Mrs. Harry Leon, who has been
who had been visiting Miss Little
spending the summer with her
field since coming from Camp
mother, Mrs. Amos Fiske at Ingra
Laughing Loon, Waterboro.
ham Hill, left Wednesday for Char
lotte, N. C., accompanied by Miss
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Burgess cn- j
Anne McLaughlin of this city, who tertained informally at cards Mon
will visit ln Washington, D. C. An day evening honoring the birthday
Interesting trip is planned via the of Dr. James Kent.
Mohawk Trail to Peekskill, N. V.,
over Bear Mountain Bridge, through
Miss Carol Gardner and Miss Mil
Delaware Water Gap, to Philadelphia dred Sweeney, R.H.S , ’33, have en
Conowingo Dam Drive, to Baltimore tered Farmington Normal School.
and Annapolis. Mrs. Leon will also
rpend a few days in Washington and
Miss Mae Woods of Somerville,
Richmond with Mr. Leon, who is to Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Jain them there.
Austin J. Mcody at The Highlands

Page Seven

THE HAT & FASHION SHOP

FOR

373 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

School Dresses
New Fall Styles

Reasonable Prices
Your Patronage Solicited

ALL WOOL BUTTON

FRONT SWEATERS
Navy, Tan, Brown, Maroon,
Red
Sizes—6
8
10
12

to
to
to
to

8
10
12
14

years
years
years
years

AN ENTIRE NEW LOT IN ALL THE NEW FALL PRINTS AND

SHOWING THE NEW SLEEVE EFFECTS JUST LIKE

THE GROWN-UPS WEAR

$2.50
Mrs. Balfour Nickerson and son of Leslie Tripp of Portland was in the
Oakland, Calif., are guests of Mr city fcr the weekend. Returning he
and Mrs. J. C. Cunningham. Gran was accompanied by Mrs. Tripp and
their two daughters who have been
ite street
spending a month at the home of
Mrs. Carl R. Gray who has been at j Mrs. Azora Clark. South Thomaston.
Pleasant Point for the summer left
Mr and Mrs. Harold Ralph of Wal
yesterday for Omaha, Neb.
doboro were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. S A. Parker of Belfast Is the ^rs- Willard Pales,
guest of her sister, Mrs. C. 1. Bur
Mrs. Jessie Haskell has closed her
rows.
cottage at Pleasant Beach and Is
guest of Mr and Mrs. F. D. Lamb
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Gould of Wa-- |
until she leaves Sunday for Wilming
ren were dinner guests of Mrs. Carrie
ton. Del.
Waltz Wednesday.

KATE GREENAWAY FROCKS

Reds, Blues, Tans, Browns, Greens

$1.98

Sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14. 16

WOOL SKIRTS

Pleated Models with Bodice
Top

See These New Styles Before You Purchase Your School Dresses

Sizes 6 to 10 years

Priced at—

LUCETTE FROCKS

$1.00

In All the New Patterns, Featuring the New Sailor Dresses

A Few Separate

Sizes 7. 8, 10. IO'/2, l2'/2

$1.98

WOOL SKIRTS
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schofield
Mr and Mrs. Willis Snow motored
All the In Between Sizes For Growing Girls
Friday to Auburn and spent the and son Arthur are occupying the
6 to 12 years
weekend with her cousins Mr. and M B. Perry cottage at Holiday Beach
Reduced to
Mrs. J. A. Brewster.
for two weeks while Mr. Schofield
is on a vacation from Perry's Market.
Mail and Telephone OrdersGiven the Same Attention As 1 hough You
78c EACH
Miss Marion Blake, daughter of
Miss Kate Richardson of London.
Miss Mona Shute of Somerville,
Were In Our Store
England and Boston, accompanied by
Mrs. Mary Richmond of Warren Mass., is the guest of Miss Margaret Mr and Mrs. Esten Blake, is at Knox
her niece, Miss Constance Overlock spent last week with her sisters, Mrs. McKmght Last week they spent a ”ospital for an aPPendlcitls opera
few days at the St. Clair-Stoddard •1 °D'
of Boston, are spending a few days as Sarah Hull and Miss Eliza Swan.
quests of Chester M. Overlock.
...
..
------| cottage, Ash Point.
Miss Marian Ginn has returned j
_____
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
Holmes street.
from a ten days visit with Miss LuMisses Beth Greene and Isabel
If you are a subscriber to
Mrs. George B. Davis, Mrs. W. E. ella Snow at Metinic.
Havener of Fnenoship who spent last
The Courier-Gazette and are
All the New Styles
leaving home for any time, long
Morgan and Mrs. Scott Cobum of
------i week at Camp Bunk Fatigue, the
or snort, let us mall the paper to
e too. \ ik Club enjoyed an out- Brunberg cottage at Cooper's Beach,
Warren were guests Tuesday of Mrs.
you during your absence. The
ing Tuesday at the Burpee cottage. J have relurned.
FRENCH BERETS.
All Colors
Frank Lunt in Thomaston.
regular copy of the paper will
Lucia Beach, with Mrs. E. L. Toner1
_____
go to the home as usual. Just
GUests at Owl’s Head Inn are Mr. j as hostess. After picnic dinner I Miss Helen McIntosh, Mrs. Azora
telephone the address to the
WOOL SOFTEES AND FELT BERETS WITH ANCHORS, ETC.
office, or mail a card. The paper
and Mrs. William Burbank of Lock- hikes were in order, returning to ew' Clark. Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Tripp and
will follow wherever you go, and
port, N. Y. Mr Burbank is chief ol before a huge fire in t.he fireplace, ton Fred motored to Beddington Sunwill stop on notice when you ar
police in Lockport.
It was voted to donate $5 to the Red day.
rive home. There will be do
Cross. The club will have an out■
charge.
/
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis had as ing with Mrs. R. H. Britt Sept 26.
Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- ___________________________
dinner guests Sunday at their cot at the Flint cottage, Holiday Beach. win Edwards underwent a throat
Mrs. Bessie Sutcliffe and daughter
tage at Cooper's Beach. Prof, and
------operation at Knox Hosiptal Wednes- Amorel Sutcliffe Munson and two
Mrs. Wilbert Snow of Middletown, . Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand A. Bass oi ! day.
daughters are guests of Mr and Mrs. ■
Conn., and Spruce Head. Mr. and Springfield. Mass., arrived yesterday
------{ a. W Gregory. Camden street. They
Mrs. C. A. Creighton of Thomaston, to be guests of Mr. and Mm. H. J. 1 Miss Hazel N
lcft yesterday made a host of {rlends here ^^g
for Washington, D. C., where she will the years Mrs. Sutcliffe’s husband, the
and Nathan Farwell of Orff's Corner. I Keating for a week.
„
„ „
** Wll“ thB famUy * Comman<ler late Rev. Robert Sutcliffe, was pastor
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Shea and | Wilbur Frchock returned to Brown | William Justice Lee for the winter. I of Pratt Memorial M. E. Church.
BISBEE-GRAY
of the State last year I passed an old highways what a number of old rotniece, Miss Marjorie Thompson, who | University Tuesday. He is working
pound very similar to the one Mr 1 ted eff signposts, with paintless signs,
Mrs. --------------------------------------Paul Wallis and Mr. and Mrs I j Mrs L Q
have been at their summer home, for his Ph D. degree.
—
of Beimont. Mass.
At the Baptist parsonage Tuesday
Jackson mentions as being in Jeffer mute reminders of the time when
I
Lloyd
Jamieson
and
daughter.
Misi
'
Ferndale, on the North Shore. North------I—»------------------- ------ »------ -—(
kinir ■ fnrtniaht’a viatt with Mrs
_ Clara 8. Overlook
son .except that it was kept in splen miles were miles as we rode along
port, are to remain ln Belfast for the
Elmer E. Marston and sen Richard Mary Stockbridge, motored to Port^
orbeton Her daughter Mrs evening occurred the marriage of A
did condition It was made of field behind Old Dobbin, ajjd those rides
winter, instead of going to Portlano ot Portland were guests Sunday of land Tuesday, and from therl to
'
'jrvi'ng of Brookline left" for Douglas Bisbee Jr. son of Mr. and
j recks and was nicely painted, with were not without pleasure., as one
Being
somewhat
of
a
driver
into
Mrs.
Douglas
Bisbee
of
Rockport,
and
as has been their custom for the past
and
C. E. Rollins at their Oorham where Miss Stockbridge
morning. and wilI make a
^plaster outside and in. It happened had time to admire the beauties of
M. Arlene Gray, daughter of Mr. and facts and fancies of the past, I en
few
co. -age, Holiday Beach.
enters the Normal School.
icw years
ycais. They
inej have
iidie taken
iaw.cn apart-apai
brief visit in Canton, enroute.
to be the first circular pound I had nature rather more than at the pres
joyed
very
much
the
article
in
The
Mrs.
Maynard
Gray
of
Rockland.
ments in the Thombs house on -------------Mr.
and
Mrs.
S.
Carroll
Hcwe
who
Horace
Booth
has
returned
to
The single ring service was used, with Courier-Gazette issue of Afig 26 re ever seen and thus Impressed Itself ent rate of speed w'hich most of us are
Church street.
and Mrs.
H Moor are \isit- Rev. J. C. MacDonald officiating. lating to landmarks, by W. W Jack- upon my memory.
taw ling.
N. C. C. 3
___
have been with Mrs. Adelaide But- ■ Portland after spending a few days '
ing in Rumford while Mr. Moor is
with
his
cousin,
Fletcher
Brown
I too. am interested like Mr. JackMlss Daphne Winslow has returned nian for several weeks returned to
They were attended by S. Blanche son.
_____
having his annual vacation from the
Downs—Where nowadays will you
I would like to say that the old son, in seeing the brooks named, and
Gray, sister of the bride; and Carroll
to Norway to resume teaching ln the Winchester, Mass., Tuesday.
Henry A. Howard and grandson Ed- drug store.
E. Gray, cousin of the bride. Imme cattle pound in Washington is no have noticed within the past few find the youth who can smile when
high school.
Harold Coombs returned Tuesday i w*n Edwards, Jr., returned Sunday
------diately following the ceremony tht more, having been destroyed some years that some towns are doing it, everything around him is going
J from two weeks’ triP- including Ni- [ A group of parishioners of the
Mrs. Edith Hazel Bartlett and from a business trip to Boston.
couple went to Cooper's Beach where years ago, nothing remaining except and how pleasing to know how each wrong?
_____
■ agara Falls, Montreal. Toronto and Littlefield Memorial Church was
Dubb—On the links tomorrow
three children are visiting her father.
they will spend their honeymoori, a few stones near where it used to cnc acquired its name. Perhaps some
William Palmer, at Prospect Harbor., E J Heilier and family who have the Century of Progress Exposition entertained at the Warren parsonage sharing the cottage with Mr. and be. I think the pound referred to by reader of this paper might know how morning, carrying my clubs.—Hu
------| by Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch,
been at Crescent Beach for the seaMr. Jackson must be ln Waldoboro as Duck Trap—Goose River and many morist.
Mrs. Cecil A Rhodes.
The
E.F.A.
Club
had
picnic
dinner
] Friday night, Mr. Welch being a forson
are
now
back
at
their
home
on
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Pomeroy, Mr.
Both are members of the First that one is still in a good state of others came by their names.
at the Chase Farm yesterday with > mer pastor of the Rockland church.
and Mrs. Kenneth Spear and Supt. Talbot avenue.
Baptist Church and very active in Its preservation. It Is located on Route
By the way the Waldoboro pound
Mrs. L. F. Chase and Mrs. J. S. Jen- Those attending were R?v. and Mrs.
and Mrs. E. L. Toner are occupying
affairs. Their many friends are offer 220, just north of Farrington's Cor Is surely built of stone—and not small
L. G. Petry and daughter Betty; Mr
the Burpee cottage at Lucia Beach ] Edward Gonia went to Boston on kins as hostesses.
Don't sufirr needlrMly. Stop ilia
ing congratulations.
ner toward Washington, and because stone either. Cannot some one tell
------and Mrs. Harry Chase, daughter
for the week.
i Tuesday to inspect the Christmas
itching
and induce healing begin
of Its bring surrounded by a dense the history of that pound, when built,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Scott Hall of Kathleen and son Howard; Mr. and
now to ute
V
_____
goods exhibit at the Statler Hotel
“We live in an age of wonders," re growth of shrubbery Is barely dis when last used, some of the keepers,
Robert McCarty and Albert Gould and arrange for the Christmas sea Newton, Mass., former Rockland Mrs. Edgar Barter; Mrs. George marked the inventor.
cernible unless one knows just where etc?
of Thomaston have returned from a son. He will be guest of his brother, residents, announce the marriage of Grover, Mrs. Sarah Packard. Mr and ZYes,” returned the discontented
Then too, as one travels along the
[ it is. I have often wondered why it
George
Gonia,
in
Quincy.
Mr.
Gonia
J
their
da
’
J
8hter,
Miss
Ehzabeth
Hall
Mrs.
Ronald
Lord
and
two
children,
few days’ motor trip to Quebec.
wife, "wonder as to where the money was not kept up and a marker placed
------j was accompanied by Mrs. Hattie to Gordon H. Ellin, son of Harold H. jjrs. Margaret Storey, Mr. and Mrs. is going to and where it is coming near lt for the benefit of those Inter
Chapin Class had an outing Tues s McFarland of Union who is to visit Ellin of Brookline. Mass., which took Earl Chaples, daughters Missis Arfrom.”
ested in early history. And speaking
day night at Coopers Beach at the jj- an<j Mrs. George Gonia for a place at North Falmouth, where the icne an(j Vivian, and son Donald;
cf early history, the town of Waldo
FRIDAY
Halls reside during the summer Mrs. riatiie Lord. Mr. and Mrs. MtrOtis cottage, with Miss Jennie Brown I time
She
(to
famous
pianist)
—
Doesn't
it
boro
certainly
has
a
wealth
of
his

The bride graduated from Miss vyn Flanders and daughter Leona,
and Mrs. E. F. Berry as hostesses.
annoy you dreadfully when people torical lore besides many early built
Twenty-five sat down to picnic sup
Mrs. G. D. Gould of Warren has Wheelock’s School of Kindergarten j Miss Ferae Britto, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
talk at your musicales?
houses and other buildings.
with
per, after which there were cards and returned from a visit of ten days' Training in 1928 and Mr. Ellin from Kenney, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence PorPianist
—
No
tif
they
talk
about
me.
While traveling in the north part
with her aunt. Mrs. Sarah Ross in! Harvard University 1931 On their man and son Kendrick, Miss Berla
games.
return from the wedding trip tliey Lord, Carol Wlxon, Miss Nellie
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Edwatds
will reside on Beacon Hill.
Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gregory
SHARON LYNNE
had as supper guests Sunday Mr. and
Misses Katherine Keating. Christo!
and Mrs. Nellie Manning.
Beauty Industry Supports
Mrs. Peter Edwards and daughter Cameron, Thelma Russell and Mrs.
He raids women's hearts as
MICK1E SAYS—
he raids men's fortunes . . .
Joan, Mrs. Rose Edwards and son Helen D. Perry are on a two weeks'
MORRISON-QUINN
New
Industrial
Code
(l.ired.'vil of romance and
Ernest of Clark Island, and Mr. and motor trip to Nova Scotia and Cape
finance . . . He's red hot news
JIM HAVJKIWS SET. OUR.
Mrs. Donald Phllbrlck of Portland.
[ The marriage of Norman L. MorBreton Island.
on the scandtl page or the
RAPER. GAUSES TROUBLE
■ rison and Miss Lucy Catherine Quinn ’ Mmc. Rubinstein Joins NRA Via Madame Rubinstein, now in Paris
financial page . . .
AT
HIS
HOUSE
EVERV
TIME
Miss Margaret liannegan returns
Mr. and Mrs. Iva;; Cunningham
collaborating with famous continental
both of North Haven, was solemnized ‘
Cable to President
IT SHOWS UP-SEEMS
today from a visit in St. Andrews have returned from Boston and Pel
Saturday evening at the Baptist par- ]
THEN ALL W/AMT TO READ
ARIS, France — Madame Helena scientists on beauty preparations, was
and St. John, N. B.
ham. N. H.. having visited relatives
IT FIR.ST
Rubinstein, internationally famous enthusiastic in her approval of the
sonage. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
SATURDAY
authority
on beauty, whose businessnew industrial plan and on August
of Mrs. Cunningham in the latter
officiating. The double ring service'
5th cabled the following to Mr. Roose
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Ames, together place.
Flames leaped around him. The newsreel
velt: "Details National Recovery Act
was used, and the couple were attend-'
Our Ab
cameraman laughed. This would be the
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Salisbury
and the proclamation just reached me
ed by Miss Vernette Cross of Rock
scoop
of the month ... if he lived!
Attract
and Mrs. Effl? Salisbury of Rock
here. I pledge complete and enthusi
Miss Aidelane Pet-ricii of Belfast
land.
astic acceptance National Recovery
port, spent the weekend in Portland, Is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Act recommendations for my entire
guests of Benjamin L. Greenlaw and Lunt (Helen Thomas) in Thomaston,
1 Magnet
and Mrs. George Qjlnn, who for
organization throughout the United
family.
going from there to Boston and New
States. Am doubly happy to comply
Irut iftensas merly resided on Rankin street in
because I feel that women both em
York.
athis city. She is a graduate of RockMrs. Edward J. Keegan (Dorothy
ployers and consumers havc unique
with
I land High School. Mr. Morrison is
opportunities to make distinctive con
Shields) of Wilsonville. Conn., Mr.
Miss Flora Colson and Miss Alma
attract? only I the son of Myrlck R. Morriaon, lightWILLIAM GARGON
tributions to the economic upbuilding
and Mrs. Lucien Lambert (Grace Johnson have returned from a visit
| keeper.
of America in accordance with your
Shields) of Danielson. Conn., Mr. with Miss Colson's uncle. Dr. Myron
FRANCES DEE
constructive and humane policies."
ick vr>
Mr. and Mrs. Morrison are to reside
and Mrs. John May (Margaret Hahn in Boston.
(Signed) HELENA RUBINSTEIN.
(aola,
j for the winter in Brookline, Mass.,
In a heart-throb story of the
Shields) of Auburn, Mr. and Mrs.
When the news of President Roose
where he is houseman for one of the
men who bring news thrlLs
The Wawenock Club was enter
velt's proclamation of the National
John Gammon (Beatrice Shields)
j North Haven summer residents. The
to the screeft
Recovery
Act
first
reached
the
noted
and Mr- and Mrs. Joseph Shields, of tained at picnic supper Tuesday by
young people are highly regarded by |
beauty authority last week, she imme
NOW PLAYING
ADDED
Lynn, Mass., who accompanied the Mrs. Lelia Benner, Camden street
diately telephoned over the Transall who know them, and begin their I
“STOK-M AT DAYBREAK”
Second Installment
remains of Mrs. William Shields here, The table was graced* with beautiful
Atlantic
wires
to
her
New
York
office,
with
married life with hosts of good wishes.
"THREE
MME. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
asking for more details. With this in
have returned. Miss Mary Shields autumn flowers from Mrs. Benner's
KAY FRANCIS
(JIL'SKE TEERS"
and John Shields of Lynn, Mass., who gardens, and vegetables of her own
interests circle the world, has cabled formation she accepted, without hesi
It is hard enough to get as many
President Roosevelt at his summer tation, the President’s plan and joined
Matineoa 2 pm. Ev’g, 6.45-8.-15
also came were guests for a few days were on the menu. The club opens
as five people to agree to the same
white house at Hyde Park, pledging with other American industrial lead
Continuous Saturday
of Mr. and Mrs. T. E. McInnis, re it.s season officially early ln .'No
thing at the same time, let alone five
full cooperation and support of the ers in giving her cooperation to this
2.00 P. M. TO 10.30 P. M.
National Recovery Act.
I________
nation-wide movement
vember.
turning yesterday.
million.—General Hugh S. Johnson.

CHILDREN S AND MISSES’ BERETS
65c

$1.25

JHJM

We Give

!

Green Discount Stamps

THE LOITERER

RELIEVE ECZEMA

Resinol

WBIG EXECUTIVE”

Ricardo Cortez

4

P

“HEADLINE
SHOOTER”

STRANUD.
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OPERATING ON CODE
____

retnaln °r*n the 881,16 number of
THE GRANITE CODE
hours as formerly, the work to be so
Central Maine Paying Same arranged that affected employes shall Meets With Sharp Opposi,*
j Wil D
not work over the required hours.1
tion on the Part of the
wages and Will Require Mr Williams stated that he believed
Treasurer's Report Season 1933 For St. Oeorge Baseball Association, Inc.
that the chief atm of the code wasj
Granite Workers
More Employes
Games played outside Lcagu,
j to employ additional help as may be
Receipts
Central Maine Power Company, necessitated by keeping stores and* The granite industry met stubborn
(38 52
St.
Georg?
at
Waterville
.............................
other
places
of
business
open
as
forresistance
from
labor
Tuesday
on
the
July
representing both electric and gas
78 00
St. George at Vinalhaven, including boat
code presented by the National July
merly.
divisions, has signed codes submitted
64 50
Augusta Millionaires at St. George ..........
Au?.
In taking on additional help prefer- Granlte Quarries Association to the Auj.
75 23
St. George at Waterville ..........................
by the electric and gas industries of
ence will be given to former employes . National Recovery Administration.
25 00
St George at Augusta ................................
Aug
the United States and recenUy ap Already additional men are being Labor objected to the minimum Aug
50 50
Waterville at St. Qeorge .............................
,70 00
Togus at St. George ....................................
proved at Washington. Mr. Williams, trained as load dispatchers, emer- j "’ages. the maximum hours, the dif- Aug.
44 38
St. George at Togus....................................
vice president and general manager, gency maintenance men, station op- ferential between North and South, Aug.
19 75
Augusta Millionaires at St. George .........
Aug.
37 68
stated that his company was in full erators. and other highly trained po- the "merit" clause which labor says Aug.
St. George at Togus ....................................
16 00
sitlons, so that eventually this par- 18 anti-union, the "piecework" propo- Sept
St. Oeorge at Waldoboro ...........................
sympathy and accord with President
$518 56
ticular group which, under the code. sals of tlle coc'e and the voluminous
Roosevelts program for Industrial
drops
48 iiuiuo
hours jatx
per week,
can aw
also amendments offered to it.
| UJ
up© to
IV to
wcva, van
recovery.
.
on the regular 40-hour week
"^n our opinion the original code
Disbursements
The codes become effective this! basls by March 1, 1934.
888 outrageous and the amendments July 9 12 men at 3 00 ................ . ............. ..............
>36 00
Gas for truck .............. . ................. !..............
1 45
week, with all employes who come Mr. Williams added that in the ■ are more so. I ask leave to file a brief
Bus ..............................................................
5 00
under the code classification operat-(utility business, to insure to the pub against the amendments, also." said July- 29 11 men at 3.00
3300
| lie safe and continuous service, it ls Samuel Squibb, representing thc
Vinalhaven boat
4000
ing on a five day week of 40 hours,, ______
___ ___________
___
Cutters'
International Aug.
nrrrxjwrv that
maintpnanrp pmpr.uiaimc
Augusta Millionaires .......
25 00
except certain emergency and spe-,
10 men at 3 00
30 00
gency, repair and other highly Union.
Umpire Woodlock ............
2 50
daily trained employes who will be j
and ski,led employes be on Th6 code was presented by John D
Advertisement The Courier-Gazette
300
employed not in excess oi 48 hours duty every minute of the 24 hours Sargent, president of the Building
50 Cards, advertising games ......................
2 50
peT week.
jevery day in the year. Consequently. Granite Quarries Association, who
10 men at 5.00 .............................................
50 00
The provisions of shorter hours also the adjustment of the shorter hours traced the history of the organlzaOas for bus
.............
- 00
Umpire Woodlock
............
2 50
carry the same basis of pay as paid presents many difficult problems tion and said It represented 86 per
Two trips bus expense (or.e trip rain)........
10 00
at present with minimum limits for J which are now being worked out.
! cent of the industry from California
18 00
Aug. 9 Nine men at 2.00 ........................................
to
Maine.
hour and common labor.
Two trips plane, Middleton.......................
4 00
He was asked by Assistant Deputy- Aug. 12 Ten men at 2 00 ...........................................
Under thc provisions of tne cod’
20 00
Wife <of camper, returning from Administrator Ralph Fogg, who heard
Umpire Woodlock ........................................
2 50
the maximum hours do not apply to
Advertisement in The Courier-Gazette ....
300
employes engaged on emergency- flower gathering)—You clever old the presentation, to file proofs that
Fifty
cards
advertising
games
(4
games)
....
300
work, outside salesmen, nor to em dear—kettle already boiling. How- hls association was truly representa
Waterville team 50-50 ................................
25 25
tive and that the provisions of the Aug. 19 Togus team 50-50 ............
ployes in a managerial, executive, ever did you manage it?
35 OO
Husband—Quite easily. I acci code had been properly presented to
Ten men at 2 50 .................... -............. ......
26 00
administrative or supervisory ca
Umpire .
.................
i 53
dentally dropped the half pound of members from referendum.
pacity
I Simmons, gas. car for umpire.................
1 00
All company stores and offices will j butter in the fire.—Passing Show.
"Our people are very serious about
.........
38 50
Aug. 21 Eleven men at 3.50 ..........
this NRA." said Sargent. "It looks
Long distance telephone calls arranging
like a chance not only to do some
schedule for ou'sid? game...............
5 50
10 00
thing for the men who work for us, Aug. 26 Ten men at 1 00
Two umpires. 2.50 and 2 00
...............
4 50
but a little something for ourselves "
Telephone calls to Bath and Portland......
1 13
He went on to praise the opportunity Aug
Bus expense
........
5 00
it gave Industry to organize Itself in Aug.
Eleven men a: 2.50 .........
..................
27 50
onstrated. There’s really no
times. Talk about pinching pen
How does Delco Heat deliver so
Five points of satisfaction quickly explain
$474 33
telligently.
excuse for putting off Delco Heat's
nies
.
..
Delco
Heat
makes
your
much
comfort
for
so
little
cost?
Principal argument for the cod? Balance from outside games carried forward to gen
comfort, convenience and econo
dollars do thelr duty!
The “Delco Fuel Control” is the
$44 23
eral funds. League .................. ... .........................—
and the amendments was made by
my for another winter. Even If
Delco Heat is completely auto
answer!
Ralph Fletcher of Massachusetts, also
you’ve already laid in your fuel
matic and dependable. It has only
This ingenious devfte, result
Labor Day Program—Receipts
representing the Building Granite
supply your Delco dealer will
one moving part. It is sturdily
ing from General Motors’ years of
$20 00
Quarries Association The code pro- Sept. 4 and 5. Oeo Day tickets, programs, etc.......
exchange it for oil.
built—you’ll notice that the
experience in carburetion devel
Geo Day hall rent ..........
10 00
Clip the coupon and get all the
poses a 40-hour maximum average
moment you see it. And it will be
opment, eliminates all guesswork
Receipts for day ..........................................
237 80
information.
But don’t stop there.
week, with 48 permitted over a six
installed
in
your
present
furnace
on
fuel
consumption.
It
accurately
$267 80
Come in! See what Delco Heat
by /actorv-frained mechanics.
months' period, with 40 cents an hour Paid cash as follows:
meters the oil so that 95% air is
•
/
does—how it does it... to the tune
$35 00
Come in and see the
for unskilled labor, unless less was
Waldoboro team.
used to only 5% oil,
l
I
5 00
of greater comfort for less moneyl
Umpire ..............
new Delco Heat dem
positively and at all
paid by any firm on July 15, 1929, in
10 00
all other cars in its price range!
Hall rent ...........
which case that wage, but not less
$50 00
than 30 cents, may be paid. It sets
$217 80
Balance to general fund
, for Journeymen granite cutters a
1 minimum of 75 cents, unless less was
League Games: Receipts
paid on July 15, 1929, in which case
$22 74
St George at Rockland, 62 85 less 6.00-56 85x40".......
' that rate, but not than 56 cents may
14 75
Camden at St. G?orge 24 75; Camden 7.50. umpire 2.50
(Je/ifroQ Wfofons la(h
be paid
June
11 O')
Thomast'n at St. Oeo. 18 50; Thomast'n $5 umpire 2.50
Copyrtcht 1933 by
19 90
"Granite" is, defined as including June
St Geo at Waldoboro 55.75. less $6-49 75x40"..............
Delco Appliance Corporation
"
Ymi are
«rr invifed
invifeJ to
(n the
ihe Delco Heat
Heal exhibit. General
Genet
You
Waldoboro at St. Geo. (2 games) 97.70, Waldoboro
Motor* Building. Century of Progress Exposition,
all granite for architectural and JulyIK itrotgto I
49 85
Chicago
42
85.
umpire
5.00
...........................................................
building purposes, also ornamental,
drvetopa 77 horaepower —
Rockland at St. George 3560, Rockland 11.80. um
July
public improvements, community,
21 21)
and 78 smooth, effortless,
pire 2.50 ........................................................................ 7 53
mausoleums, dry docks, sea walls, July
St George at Thomaston 2495 less 6 00-18 95x40".
actual miles per hour.
15 05
Camden at St. Oeorge 25.25, Camden 7.70. umpire 260
foundations. A long list of fair com July
TEL 260-W
22 80
492 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
St. Oeorge at Rockland 63 00 less 6 00-57 00x407.......
petition practices are included ln the July
7 4I
St. George at Camden 24.50 less 6.00-18 50x40"............
July
code.
Thomaston at St. George 38.50. Thomaston 1390,
JulyMAIL TO NEAREST DEALER LISTED ABOVE
23 00
umpire 2.50 ....... .......... ........................... -.......-............
Please send all detail* about the new Delco Heat.
16 90
St Oeorge at Waldoboro 48 25 less 6.00-42.25x407
Robert H. Winn, representing the July
.Address.
19 10
Rockland at St. George $32. Rockland 10 40. umpire 2 50
Ohio sandstone industry, asked that July
St. George at Thomastcn. receipts did not pay ex
Julygranite curbing be included in the
penses .......... .................................... -.........................
definitions of granite under the code. July
4 62
St. Oeorge at Camden ipost) 17.56 less 6 00-1165x40T
1 those making it on the basis of the
INTERESTS DAIRYMEN
MONDAY'S WASHDAY
55 00
Harry C. Bates, for the Interna JulyPrize for flrst half season .............................................------percentage the total Consolidated
tional Plasterers. Bricklayers and
Farmers Freed From Necessity of Dairies. Inc production is to the ConBat Why Not Tuesday? Asks
Masons, said that granite had to be
Second Half Split Season
Produring Large Amount of Excess so’Ida ted Dairies. Inc. sales.
set by members of his craft and the July 27 St. George at Rockland 60.00 less 6 00-54 00x40 "—21 60
Milk
, Tne only difference from existing
Miss Cobb, Who Gives
18 10
hours prescribed in the code for
less car for umpire 1.C0, Woodlock 2 50 ....................
_____
ratings will be that which arises from
5
76
St. George at Camden 20.40 less 6.00-14 40x4004.........
Her Reasons
labor could not apply to skilled ma July
Dairy
farmers
selling
milk
to
thc
using one year's figures Instead of
St. George at Rockland 70.00 less 6.00-64 00x407 25.60
sons. He proposed $1 in the Central Aug.
and Whiting Companies ln|two years, adjusted to a 65 percent
21 60
less 4 00 expense plane (2 tripe) ..................................
Laundering, according to answers Hood
States and $1.20 in the North
5 60
St. George at Camden 20 00 less 6.00-14 00x40" .........
.
.. 1 basis. It was possible to announce
Aug.
producers.
17 60 to the question, "What Household Boston will be freed this year from the,
The principal argument against Aug.
Camden at St. George 29.50. Camden 9.40. umpire 2.50
730 Task Do You Dislike Doing Most," necessity of producing a large amount ratlngi at thls tlme M they are aJ.
St George at Thomaston 21.75 less 6 00-15 75x40"
the code was made by Squibb. He Aug.
Thomaston at St. George 27.50, Thomaston 8.60, umpire
which was put to several hundred
traced the history of the organization Aug.
I of excess milk in order to hold their , ready on a rating plan and have the
16 40
2.53 ..........
..................................................
Maine
farm women, is cne of the
of granite cutters, saying that always Aug.
20 20
St. George at Waldoboio 56.53 less 6.00-50.50x407 ......
ratings according to a notice sent by records cf previous years to be used
20 18 hardest tasks of the week. It might
they had cherished the doctrine of a Aug.
Camden at St. George 33 80, Camden 11.12, umpire 2 50
14 30 be well, therefore, says Edna M. Cobb the Ne^ England Milk Producers as a basis. With the remainder of
St. George at Waldoboro 41.75 less 6.00-35.75x407 ......
uniform, nation-wide
wage for. Aug
Consolidated Dairies, Inc., new ratThomaston
at
St.
Oeorge
34
50.
Thomaston
11
40.
umpire
home management specialist for the As.eciat.on.
granite cutters. In 1922 came the or Aug.
lings will have to be established. It
20
60
2 53 .............................................................. -................
Extension Service, to turn the search
ganization of granite employers-after Aug
Under thc plan the 1934 ratings
cxp^.^ tdat these can be anWaldcboro at St George S'!.75. Waldoboro 20 70, umpire
light on the laundry problem end ask shall be the average of September,! ncunced shortly.
the lock-out of that year, when
33
55
2.50 ..................................................................................
8 56 ourself why this necessary tut
St. Oeorge at Thomaston 27.40 less 600-21.40x407 ....
President Harding tried to arbitrate Aug.
October and November 1933. dcllvThe Important difference between
Waldoboro at St. George 47 50. Waldoboro 16 60. umpire
arduous task ls so disliked and
Strife between employers began then Sept.
cries of milk up to 65 percent of th" *-^e
rating plan and that which
2 50 ................. w.................... ........................................
28 40 dreaded.
and has continued up to the time the Sept.
...
, ...
i has been in use some years is that ln
Rockland at St. George 33.75 less 5.03-28.75. Rock
,
Is it the day? Monday is the tradi average deliveries of milk in Septcm- t
National Recovery Code united them
14 35
land 14 40 ..
......................................................
thc past a producer who desired to
31 25 tional wash day, but docs it have to ber, October and November 1932. Any ho;d hu „utlng raUng had
pr0.
St George at Rockland 67.50 less 5 00-62 50x50".........
again, he said. During all that time Sept.
14 00 be on Monday? Monday morning
Mgr Rawley reimbursed 4 pairs B B shoes, 3 50
the wages paid in union and non
increase In ratings, over and above duce considerable milk ln excess of
Balance brought forward from outside games as per
finds thc house in more or less dis
union plants were nearly the same,
the 1933 rating, will be allocated to that rating in order to hold It.
44 23
statement above
N....................................................
which rather hurt the union of
217 83 order, little food on hand, the house
Balance from Field Day Program (brought forward)....
wife tired from extra weekend en- !
(Expenses not deducted from above)
granite cutters. When the present
50 03 tertainlng and the weekly wash
One-quarter appropriation Town of St. George
depression arrived, non-union plants
clamoring to be done. Why not j
began to cut wages, which drove the
$920 67
Total
change to Tuesday.?
workers back into the union, so that
Balance on hand 1932. $8.60 Rockland National Bank,
Is it the place? Ideally, of course, j
4
30
Squibb said his organization includ
507 being available .....................................................
thc laundry should have a room of j
ed 90 to 95 per cent of the total in
To'al deposited First National Bank (checking acIts own, but if it must be done in the!
Mves you money; 15 miles
thc United States.
$924 97
count) ...................
kitchen it is possible to arrange the
and more to the gatton . ..
He complained that representatives
room in such a way that the laundry
aay Pontiac ownert.
of labor were not asked to help
Disbursements
work and kitchen work will not inter
frame the code. He proposed a mini
$12 24 fere too much, bv separating the I
Sept. 8. Check No. 78
$42 00
58
■mum of $1.25 an hour for Journeymen Aug. 2. Check No.
6 60 equipment and tools that belong to ]
79
10 00
50
Sept. 1,
cutters, with a classification of skill Sept. 1.
7 49
80
19 00
60
44 50 the laundry work only into one end,
81
and two and three year apprentice Sept. 1,
29 03
61
25
38 of thc kitchen, or if space is limited, i
82
22
00
62
Sept.
8.
ship defined, with a ratio of not more
13 57 choosing equipment suitable to the j
Pontiac's 5 points of satisfaction have won the
83
22 00
63
than one apprentice to each four
12 35 space. In a few kitchens that have
84
64
44 00
commanding leadership in its price range shown
Journeymen.
as
14 33
44 00
65
86
133 51 been modernized to thc point of dis
He opposed any geographical dif
44 03
66
below. Buyers know that these things make
AYBE there just isn’t any
5 00 carding the pantry, that discarded
87
67
44 00
ferentials in wages, and said the 75
fountain of youth. But
value, especially at the following low pricer
1 50 room has been found to be an ex
88
44 00
68
cents proposed by thc code, running
1 50 cellent place for laundry equipment.
89
there is a fountain of youth
44 00
69
down to 56 cents, was less than even
1 50
90
44 00
70
giving energy in a bowlful of
Is it the way you do it, the extra
AS LOW AS
If you pay even as much
the non-union plants paid before the
91
1 50
44 00
71
of . ; . proteins and minerals,
Shredded Wheat! This whole
steps
you
take
by
having
the
different
2 40
92
44 00
72
as Pontiac’s low prices,
depression The error of the Barre
carbohydrates and vitamins.
wheat
food
is
packed
with
all
15 00 pieces ot equipment widely separated,
93
12 01
73
be sure that you—
arbitration award which permitted a
And bran, measured for you by
5 00 the energy you expend in doing j
94
74
11 50
the vital elements youth is made
differential should not be perpetuated, j
2 50 things a hard way when there ls an j
95
Nature. It’s 100% whole wheat
75
5 84
(The Roadster!
he said. The wage proposed by the
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